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ABSTRACT
TEACHING WRITING AND CREATING CHANGE IN A
MULTICULTURAL/URBAN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM
MAY 2000
CELLASTINE P. BAILEY, B.S.E., WESTFIELD STATE
COLLEGE
M.A., HUMAN TECHNOLOGY AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
COLLEGE
Ed•D•, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Robert W. Maloy

This dissertation documents the implementation of
new writing curriculum and the development of a
Writers' Workshop in a multicultural/urban fourth and
fifth grade classroom.

It is my personal account of

how I as teacher researcher worked to raise the
expectations of my children by creating a positive
climate in which to learn and a classroom that haled
writing as part of the original curriculum.
The study began with a writing party for three
hundred, fifty third, fourth and fifth grade students.
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their parents and family members after which they
received writing bags to take home.
The Writers' Workshop described in this
dissertation is a one-classroom initiative and
progression of change.

There are seven conclusions

that I have drawn through the implementation of the
Writers' Workshop in the classroom.

First,

it is

essential that teachers have high expectations for the
success of their students.

Second, children's writing

displayed for everyone to see builds a positive
classroom climate for both teacher and students.
Classroom climate and management influence students'
sense of belonging to the classroom.

Third, children

need the right tools and materials to help them to be
creative.

Fourth, children need opportunities to

explore many genres,

forms and purposes for writing

within a writing process model.

Fifth, the writers'

workshop model defines every child as a writer right
now.

Children need to know that all writers go

through the same steps for creating a good writing
piece as they do.

They experience the same

frustrations when trying to find the right words to
phrase a line in a poetry piece or to make a message

x

clear in a writing piece.

Sixth, opportunities for

cross-curriculum writing are essential to help
children expand their writing ideas and topics for
writing.

Math comic strips helped my students to

create word problems pertaining to everyday
situations.

Seventh, technology is essential in

support of writing and publishing.

Five computers

were available in the classroom for use by the
children.

Use of the computers and access to the

Internet increased the volume of published work by the
children as well as their knowledge of how to operate
the software.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

My fourteen year teaching career in the
Springfield Public Schools has evolved in three
stages.

In stage one I was a Title I teacher at the

German Gerena School,
School.

formerly New North Community

Stage two I became a regular education fourth

grade teacher.

Stage three is where I am presently,

teaching fourth grade students at the Rebecca Mae
Johnson School in Springfield.

Both Gerena and

Johnson Schools are multicultural/urban schools.
For six years as a Title I teacher I taught
students who were two and three years below grade
level in Reading and Math or in both.

These students

lacked basic skills and their own expectations for
their success matched the low expectations of their
teachers.

The children were pulled-out of the

mainstream classroom for separate instruction.

The

teaching of writing occurred in isolation which caused
them to view it as less valuable than reading or math.
I believe I spent as much time struggling to
raise the expectations of my students as I did
teaching them the subject matter.

I felt isolated and

I thought my students' educational process was fragl

mented.

When I became a mainstream fourth grade

classroom teacher I still found that expectations
remained low, reading and writing instruction had no
connection to each other, cross-curriculum writing was
not possible because students were repeatedly pulled
from their classrooms at instructional times.
In 1993,

I became a grade four teacher at the

Johnson School.
classroom.

Here I was in a self-contained

My students remained with me most of the

day except for special classes such as art, music and
physical education.

At last I had the opportunity to

create the interactive classroom I had longed for.
In 1996,

I was trained in the First Steps Writing

Program written by teachers from the Western Australia
School System and adopted by the Springfield Public
School System.

Its premise is that children learn to

write by writing.
I also enrolled in a writing workshop conducted
by Robert Maloy of the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst and Sharon Edwards a Demonstration Teacher, at
the Marks Meadow School in Amherst, MA.

As a result

of this training I initiated Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop Project in my classroom to give reading and
writing a new connection.
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Bailey's 231

Writers' Workshop kicked off with a

Writing Party in Johnson School's cafeteria (Spring
1997).

Maloy and Edwards were special guests.

Youngsters in grades three through five, their parents
and siblings were invited.

In two evenings we showed

350 students that they (and their younger siblings)
could be writers.
The students were enthusiastic.

Maloy and

Edwards brought with them an air of excitement and
fun.

They proved that writing is an integral part of

learning and has a direct relationship with subjects
the youngsters truly believed were more important.
The students took home a Writing Bag,
of Sharon Edwards's Writing Box,
pencils, crayons,
assorted paper.

(a version

(1997) filled with

sharpeners, erasers, a ruler and
Rebecca M. Johnson School's business

partners, McDonald's and the United States Post Office
as well as the Parent-Teacher-Organization donated the
materials.

I had forgotten how much I enjoyed

drawing, scribbling, writing on paper and coloring
books as a child.

The First Steps training and the

Writing Party reawakened my own excitement about
writing.

The party inspired interest in writing not

only in my students, but also in their parents and
3

siblings.

Although the First Steps Writing program is

a school system wide project, Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop proved essential to make this program
successful in the classroom.
Ideas for writing came from many people: parents,
students, teachers, and administrators.
desire to continue this initiative.
exciting time for learning.
231

All had a

It was an

The results of Bailey's

Writers' Workshop have been wonderful.

I had no

idea that my students would catch this wave and ride
it as long as they have.
now two years later:

Children return to ask, even

"Are you doing the writing party

again this year, Mrs. Bailey?"
Then as now, Rebecca M. Johnson's K-5 classrooms
loop over a two year period.

My students remained

with me for both fourth and fifth grades, making it
easy to continue Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop during
the 1997-1998 school year.

My class created Bailey's

231 News, a monthly newspaper from January to June,
1998.

I asked Durham Caldwell, a one time television

news director, a newspaper editor and columnist to
teach the children how to set type and lay out the
paper.
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In September 1997 I became the First Steps Focus
Teacher for Rebecca M. Johnson School.

As Focus

teacher I attended a monthly meeting on the First
Steps Writing Program.

I worked with the staff to

develop an action plan for implementing First Steps
into our curriculum.

I also demonstrated writing

forms by sharing writing examples and students' work
with the faculty during department meetings.
In the fall of 1998 I greeted a new class of
fourth graders who were already familiar with Bailey's
231 News created by last year's students because they
had seen the newspapers.

The new group was eager to

begin work on a newspaper.
start differently.

But this year I wanted to

The Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine

became our 1998-1999 Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop
Project.

The magazine featured short stories, poetry,

word searches and articles written by my students.
This dissertation describes my efforts as a
classroom teacher over two and one half years to
implement and expand a writing curriculum and to
promote a Writers' Workshop model in my classroom. It
also describes how changes in my perception of the
writing process and the teaching of writing raised my
expectations as well as those of my students.
5

Changes in the classroom created a positive atmosphere
that was inviting and welcoming to the children.

The

classroom became a place where students were exposed
to and gained understanding of forms and genres of
poetry,

fiction, nonfiction, narratives and expository

writing.
Statement of the Problem

This dissertation study describes the changes I
made over the 1996-1997,

1997-1998 and 1998-1999

school years, however the process of change has
occurred over most of my 14 year teaching career.
started as a Title I teacher.

I

Title I is a program

designed to provide students who are two or more years
below grade level with small group instruction in
Reading and Mathematics.

Students were pulled out of

the mainstream classrooms for instruction.
There were three pertinent issues facing me as a
Title I teacher.

First, many of my fifth and sixth

grade students reflected the low expectations their
teachers had of them.

Second, my students did not

feel they belonged to the classroom.
of the regular class stigmatized them.

6

Being pulled out

Third,

it was difficult for my students to make a

connection between reading and writing because writing
was taught as a separate subject.
These issues posed three questions: How do I
raise the expectations of students, how can I create
an environment conducive to learning, how do I help my
students make a connection between reading-writing?
My students came from diverse cultures with the
majority of them being African-American and Latino
youngsters.

Finding a common thread to bring us all

together was important.

I talked with my students

about why all of us like to or do not like to read and
write to help them realize they were not different
from each other.
My students felt they had nothing of value in
their lives worth writing about.
reluctance to write was important.
esteem and self-confidence.

Over coming their
They lacked self¬

What's more they felt

they could not be successful readers or writers unless
they knew how to pronounce and spell every word
correctly as well as how to use correct grammar-tasks
which they believed were beyond them.

7

There I was, a teacher with high expectations and
with students who did not believe they would ever
read, write or do math well.
When I realized my expectations were a lot higher
than those of my students' my choice was to lower my
own or to raise theirs.

Naturally I chose the latter.

During my six years as a Title I teacher,

I

taught my students that they were capable learners.

I

let them know I would accept nothing less than their
very best.

When I displayed their work outside and

inside the room it gave them a sense of success and
personal pride.
I expected that problems that persisted in one
urban school would exist in an other urban school, but
my struggles and successes in the past had led me to
believe that minority students needed to build self¬
esteem and self-confidence as well as skills and
strategies to help them learn in an environment that
reflected their cultures.

Teaching at Johnson School

was an opportunity to begin from scratch to set up a
classroom that would encompass planning to meet the
needs of the whole child, mind, body and spirit.

The

problems of expectations and self-esteem were even
greater because 79 percent of the school population we
8

taught were minority.

However,

I believed that giving

these students the necessary tools to make learning an
adventure and their education a success was well worth
the effort.
My aim was to create an interactive classroom
that welcomed every student, and reflected the
cultures of all students.

I created an environment

that was conducive to reading and writing.

The

decorations, books and other materials reflected the
varied backgrounds of my students.

Students' writing

and illustrations are posted prominently to give them
a sense of pride in their room and their work.
Bailey’s 231 Writers' Workshop became a most
important feature of our learning.
personal journals.

Students wrote in

They wrote research articles and

reports, poetry of all forms,

short stories of

fiction, realistic fiction and nonfiction, chain
writing, expository and recounts and comic strips.

We

created our own monthly newspaper and literary
magazine.
High expectations, the addition of books written
by authors of many cultures to the class library,
decorations in the classroom which reflected our many
cultures and the implementation of new curriculum in
9

writing led to increased student confidence.

Seeing

their work published in the newspaper and magazine
increased their self-esteem.

Writing has taken on a

new meaning for me as a teacher of writing and for my
students as capable writers.

We no longer consider

ourselves as people unable to communicate on paper,
but rather, we see ourselves as authors,

illustrators,

editors, publishers and distributors of good news.
Purpose of the Study

This dissertation describes how high
expectations, positive classroom climate, and a
Writers' Workshop program changed a teacher's
instructional and pedagogical practices and exposed
young students to a wide variety of genres and forms
as well as process models that had positive impacts on
children's sense of themselves as writers.
The changes described have occurred over three
years as I introduced new forms of writing and writing
projects to the students.

Student progress and

understanding determined how fast we proceeded and the
number of new activities I tried.

Once the students

were introduced to First Steps Writing Program and
Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop model, they generated
many ideas themselves.
10

Changes in curriculum and instruction directly
related to the creation of Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop included:
a) Classroom Newspaper and Magazine: Grade five
children created in the first year Bailey's 231 News a
newspaper that featured original articles and poetry.
Grade four children in the second year created,
Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine featuring short stories
written by the students, biographies of important
people, poetry, trivia questions, word searches, and
crossword puzzles.
b) Poetry:

Children composed string poems,

acrostics, praise poems,

initial poetry, and haiku.

c) Math Comic Strips: Children created comic
strips depicting the steps to solve math word
problems.
d) Chain Writing: Children created flip books on
endangered animals using a sentence manipulation
strategy.
e) Reports: Children wrote reports on dinosaurs,
and states.
f) Essay and Poster Contests: Children entered
contests for which they had to write essays about
social problems such as "Why People Should Not Smoke,"
ll

"Why Its Okay to Say No to Drugs" and "Why We Should
Conserve Water."
g) Personal Journals/ Diaries: Children kept a
personal journal where they were free to write about
experiences important to them.

If they wished, they

could share special stories, events, or feelings with
their friends or with the whole class.
h) Recounts: Children wrote recounts retelling
personal events,
them.

stories, and experiences special to

Recounts helped help them develop complete

descriptions and correct order of events when they
were asked to retell stories they had read in the
language arts, science, and social studies curricula.
i) Correspondence and Communications: Children
wrote letters and sent pictures to pen-pals in other
classrooms in our school, to one student writing to us
from New Zealand via the Internet and through regular
mail.
j)

Technology in the classroom: Children wrote on

one of 5 classroom computers, each student saving
his/her work on a personal floppy disk.

Five key Provisions guided the development of new
approaches to writing in my classroom:
12

a) each child received a writing bag with
materials to be used at school and at home during the
three year Writers' Workshop project.
b) parents received letters and guidance
information to help their children with language,
reading, writing skills and reading strategies.
c) a developmental continuum was kept on each
child to establish a record of student progress in
writing from one year to the next.

This is a major

part of the First Steps writing program.
d) examples of children's writing were collected
and saved.
magazine,

Examples came from the newspaper, the
students' daily writing and assessments

given throughout the year.
e) the children were encouraged to write by the
teacher and their parents whenever and wherever there
was an opportunity, at home,

in school and during

after school programs.
Significance

of

the

Study

There are six significant curriculum development
points the study addresses.

First this study

documents changes in a single classroom that raised
expectations of students by creating a positive
13

climate for learning new curriculum.

The teacher in

this study believes high expectations for herself and
for the students in the classroom leads to a positive
learning experience for every child present in the
class.

The classroom is essentially where the bulk of

learning occurs, therefore students need an
environment that welcomes them, reflects their
cultures, and promotes a sense of belonging which is
important to self-esteem.
Educators who have documented the impact of high
expectations and positive climate on

successful

learning include: Atron Gentry's and Carolyn Peelle's
(1984) work with gangs in California documented the
importance of what they call the "Hope Factor."

They

believe many young people lack a sense of purpose in
life.

There were positive results among gang members

when they were given something to believe in and when
they saw the value of helping others to achieve.
Jeanne Oakes'

(1985) research on tracking in

schools shows that expectations for minority students
are not the same as other students.
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Her work shows that many minority students are tracked
and this tracking encourages students to take courses
that prepare them for blue collar jobs rather than
professional careers.
Lisa Delpit (1995) advocates that teachers and
other educators need to know more about their
students' family background.

She believes teachers

are less apt to teach down or teach less to students
when they know more about their cultures.
Gloria Ladson-Billings (1994) believes in
culturally relevant teaching.

When teachers let

themselves see only children in front of them, they
are culturally blind. Culturally relevant teachers
recognize children are not all alike and use teaching
methods which meet the needs of all children in the
classroom.
Second, a classroom teacher initiated a writing
project that made writing an integral part of daily
learning and helped students make a connection between
reading and writing.

Through the development of

Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop, a classroom innovation
in writing, the teacher's and the parent's and
students' views about how and when children learn to
write was changed.

Personally I believed that
15

children were good writers only when they had mastered
the skills of using correct punctuation, grammar, and
when they could write in complete sentences and
paragraphs.
in life.

I now know that children write very early

Their lines, squiggles, circles and marks

are early forms of writing that communicate some
message to the reader.
Third, having the proper writing instruments and
paper both at school and at home contributes to the
students willingness to write and prompts selfconfidence.

Publishing and posting of children's work

in the classroom and throughout the school served to
raise students' self-esteem to reduce students'
reluctance to write, and to increase willingness to
take risks or share their writing with others.
Fourth, the study shows how taking the brakes off
the traditional forms of writing to implement new
writing curriculum changed the teacher's perception
about writing from a "follow the steps of the process"
to a fostering of freedom, adventure and creativity.
Writing does not have to remain in the mold of first
draft, edit, revise, rewrite until students have a
final perfect copy.

Through this initiative the

teacher and the students have learned to break the
16

mold and be creative with many forms of writing.
Process must be developed over long periods of time
and have room for trial and error.

The teacher

realizes that children learn to write by writing, not
by process alone.
Fifth, this study documents how writing involves
cooperative learning.

The activities in the classroom

were hands-on and required the expertise and
cooperation of everyone.

The students often worked in

small groups and pairs to complete several tasks.
Each student had a job to complete and they decided
among themselves which tasks they would do.

Writing

occurred frequently in the classroom because it was
encouraged and supported by the teacher.

Writing was

taught as a fun way for children to express
themselves.

Parents were involved and supported their

children because they were informed of the project and
its goals and objectives.
Finally, the study examines how writing supports
student preparation for standardized tests.
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS)
tests are given to students in grades four, eight and
ten.

The assessment seeks to measure how well

students can think critically.
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Young children can be

capable writers.

Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop gave

the children opportunity to further develop those
skills and strategies needed to succeed in passing the
MCAS •
Children need opportunity to write as often as
possible if they are to become successful writers.
Once students have acquired the skills and strategies
to write in many forms they can be taught to transfer
those skills and strategies to other disciplines.
Assessment of those skills becomes both observable and
measurable.
Limitations of the Study

This study represents one teacher's effort to
raise expectations and increase self-esteem in
students through new curriculum in a classroom of
fourth and fifth graders in an inner city school from
1995-1996 to the 1998-1999 academic school years.

The

school's high population of African-American and
Latino students reflects the community in which the
school is located.

However this data was not used in

the selection of participants in the study.
Socioeconomic status, race or gender were not
considered.
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Definition of Writing Terms
Self-Contained Classroom - A classroom setting

where children remain the entire day for instruction.
They are not pulled-out of the classroom for
instruction in other areas except for specials such as
Art and Music.
Pull-out -

Students are pulled out of the

mainstream classroom for instruction by a Title I
teacher or Special Education teacher.

Instruction

usually takes place in an other part of the school.
Modeled Writing - Modeled writing is a simple but

effective strategy for teaching the use of language
conventions.

When the teacher takes on the role of

author and demonstrates the many aspects of the
writing process, the child is able to see how each
challenge is confronted and met.
Modeled writing sessions allow the teacher to
emphasize those conventions required by the children
at that particular time.

Most importantly, modeled

writing shows children the direct relationship between
thorough revision and editing, and effective writing.
Daily Writing -

Daily writing is defined as the

discrete 15-20 minute session of uninterrupted writing
teachers often employ as distinct from the lengthier,
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modeled writing process of moving a piece of writing
from draft to publication.

It is sometimes titled

Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Writing.
Daily writing provides excellent opportunities
to:
• allow children to get the regular practice they
need in applying conventions,
• generate drafts from writing,
• encourage children to test theories about writing
in a safe situation.

Forms of Writing

The children who participated in the Writers'
Workshop learned to write in many genres. These forms
of writing were introduced and practiced by the
children over a three year period 1996-1999.
Narrative

A narrative text tells an imaginative story,
although some narratives may be based on fact.
Narratives are written in many different forms and
each form has distinctive characteristics.

The

purpose of a narrative is to entertain and engage the
reader in an imaginative experience.

Some narratives

also have other purposes, e.g. they may seek to
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explain a phenomenon (myths and legends) or to teach a
lesson (fables).

The focus is specific sequential

events and actions (First Steps, Western Australia
School System 1995a;

1995b).
Recounts

A recount is the retelling or recounting of past
experiences.

Recounts are generally based on the

direct experience of the author but may also be
imaginative or outside the author's experience.

Young

children often write recounts which follow directly
from their "newstelling."

The purpose of a recount is

to tell what happened and this may involve the
author's personal interpretation of events.

The focus

is on sequential specific events (First Steps, Western
Australia School System 1995a;

1995b).

Procedures

Procedural texts follow a discernible pattern
—listing sequences of action or steps to show the way
to do something.
written.

Procedural texts can be oral or

The purpose of a procedure is to deal with

the general way to do things (First Steps, Western
Australia School System 1995a;
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1995b).

Reports

Reports are factual texts that present
information clearly and succinctly.

The stages of a

report are context-specific and relate very closely to
its purpose.

A Report about Reptiles would begin with

a classification and go on to describe particular
aspects such as appearance,

location and dynamics.

Whereas, a Report on Pioneer Women may classify them
/

into privileged, working class and convicts and go on
to describe and compare aspects such as social status,
housing and health.

Both text would be classified as

reports but the stages or organizing framework would
differ.

The purpose of a report is to systematically

organize and record factual information to classify
and describe a whole class of things (First Steps,
Western Australia School System 1995a;

1995b).

Explanations

An explanation is an oral or written text that
seeks to explain how things come to be the way they
are, or to analyze how things work.

The purpose of

an explanation is to give an account of some
phenomenon (First Steps, Western Australia School
System 1995a;

1995b).
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Expositions

An exposition is the critical evaluation of ideas
involving argument, persuasion or debate.

The purpose

of an exposition is to develop ideas and supporting
details in order to present a logical argument from a
particular point of view (First Steps, Western
Australia School System 1995a;
Figure 1.1:

1995b).

Developmental Continuums:Phases of Writing

Role Play Writing

Phase I children are beginning to come to terms
with a new aspect of language, that of written
symbols.

They experiment with marks on paper with

intention of communicating a message or emulating
adult writing (First Steps, Western Australia School
System 1995a;

1995b).

Experimental Writing

Phase II children are aware that speech can be
written down and that written messages remain
constant.

They understand the left to right

organization of print and experiment with writing
letters and words (First Steps, Western Australia
School System 1995a;

1995b).
Continued next page
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Figure 1.1 continued.
Early Writing

Phase III children write about topics which are
personally significant.
consider audience needs.

They are beginning to
They have a sense of

sentence but may only be able to deal with one or two
elements of writing at one time, e.g. spelling but not
punctuation (First Steps, Western Australia School
System 1995a;

1995b).

Conventional Writing

Phase IV writers are familiar with most aspects
of the writing process and are able to select forms to
suit different purposes.
punctuation,

Their control of

spelling and structure may vary according

to the complexity of the writing task (First Steps,
Western Australia School System 1995a;

1995b).

Proficient Writing

Phase V writers have developed a personal style
of writing and are able to manipulate forms of writing
to suit their purposes.
spelling and punctuation.

They have control over
They choose from a wide

vocabulary and their writing is cohesive, coherent and
satisfying (First Steps, Western Australia School
System 1995a;

1995b).
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The literature review is presented in five
sections.

The first section deals with efforts to

reform education at the federal level.
A second section looks at the work of researchers
Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde, authors of Best Practice,
(1993) who responded by stating that education reform
does not inform curriculum in terms of "What" is
taught and "How" it is taught.

They urged teachers

become involved in decision-making and re-creating
their own understandings of how learning best happens
for children.
Section three of the literature review focuses on
high expectations and climates for learning.
of Gentry and Peelle (1995), Delpit,
Billings (1994) Tran, et al.
Stanutz,

The work

(1995), Ladson-

(1994) and Deering &

(1995) provide ideas for the ingredients

necessary in the classroom and school environment for
all children to succeed in school, especially diverse
students in the multicultural/urban setting.
Section four looks at education reform in
Springfield, Massachusetts Public Schools.
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"Access to

Equity and Academic Excellence: A Blue Print for
Excellence"(1992) sets an agenda for how one local
school system implemented education reform.

Reform

measures included establishing of assessment
procedures, restructuring of schools, professional
development for staff and implementation of learning
outcomes.
Section five discusses writing and teaching
writing to young children.

The literature review

highlights best practices for Writing and the benefits
of the "Writing Workshop" in the classroom, the recent
work of Sharon Edwards and Robert Maloy's introduction
of writing boxes to young writers and the First Steps
writing program in the Springfield Public School
System.
Federal Education Reform

Since the mid-1980's, the United States has been
engaged in an intense period of education reform in
this century.

Everyone has gotten into the discussion

politicians, parents, teachers, taxpayers, teacher
educators,

social critics,

journalists, and

researchers—all are passionately involved in school
renewal.
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Education was blamed for American' shortcomings—
"the average graduate of our schools and colleges
today is not as well-educated as the average graduate
of 25 or 35 years ago"

(National Commission on

Excellence in Education,

1983, pp.

11,

18,

13).

Schools should require more mathematics, biology,
chemistry, physics, and geography said the report
authors.
change:

The National Commission proposed an attitude
"We should expect schools to have genuinely

high standards rather than minimum ones,

and parents

to support and encourage their children to make the
most of their talents and abilities."
Many complexities make top-down educational
change difficult.

The culture in a school building

can support or discourage change efforts, teachers
being isolated from each other and administration.
Trial-by-fire initiation into teaching, the lack of
time for interchange among staff, the sense of being
evaluated rather than helped to develop—all lead
teachers toward a protective isolation and
defensiveness (Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde,

1993, p.162).

Much recent school reform has mandated tests to
supposedly enforce standards for student performance
and pressure teachers to do a better job.
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However,

tests force teachers to drill students for the tests,
which is not the same as really doing science or
history or writing.

(Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde,1993,

p.162) state that when teachers are held accountable
purely for students'

scores, the most engaging

questions kids bring up spontaneously—"teachable
moments"—become annoyances.
Achieving real change in the interlocking
structure of a school district is a complex process,
not readily accomplished by a few pronouncements, or
fancy new curriculum plans.

Systemic change seems

like the hardest of all tasks in education.

There are

roadblocks of organizational and psychological
inertia, and we're trying to use road maps that are
newer,

less familiar,

and that don't always show us

the entrance ramps or tell us where to watch out for
potholes or falling rocks (Zemelman, Daniels &
Hyde,1993, p.163).
The key to successful change in education is
teacher empowerment.
1993,p.

(Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde

164), suggest the following reasons why it is

so important for teachers to "buy in" in order for
change to take root.

1. The teacher working with

students daily knows best what the specific needs,
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conditions, and obstacles are.

2. No matter what

changes are prescribed from the outside, their success
in the classroom depends on the teachers' own choices
and interpretations as they move through the school
day.

So if choice isn't involved sooner,

it will

inevitably come later, with less likelihood of
positive commitment. 3. The most important changes
needed in education are not superficial, but involve
the teacher's deeply held beliefs, expectations, and
relationships. 4. Many key changes involve giving
responsibility and ownership to children, which will
be undermined if ownership is not there for teachers.
Asked Byrd Jones and Robert Maloy (1996,
p.95),"If schools generate so much frustration and
criticism, why are they so hard to change?"

Part of

the problem is that reformers tell how educators and
citizens socially construct the meaning of schooling,
but they don't divulge enough information necessary to
get a clear understanding of what is wrong and what is
needed to effect change.

Clearly reformers are aware

that schools are meeting the needs of more dominant
groups, but they are even more aware that low-income
and minority groups do not possess the resources of
more dominant groups.

Because reformers are not
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willing to clearly define this issue of the "haves and
have-not's," they send mixed messages about what
students, businesses, public agencies or community
members expect from them and will support financially.
Many simple solutions are offered, but reformers know
that effective programs take time, and commitment to
determine their effectiveness.
Another issue making it difficult for schools to
effect change is a lack of adjusting to the changing
needs of society.

Twentieth Century industrial

society influenced the structure of schools.

Schools

taught the lessons and skills needed in a factoryoriented economy.

Under this structure schools

selected a few technicians, professionals, and
managers while leaving others to follow orders,
through the use of rank order tests, tracking, and
limiting access to higher education.

Productive

citizens of the future will need skills of
cooperation, engagement in group decision making, and
management based on readily accessible information.
These issues threaten growing dysfunction, rising
resistance in classrooms, and dissatisfaction among
taxpayers.
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Schools are improving at a very low rate.

There

are still to many students not graduating from the
nation's high schools and to many of the graduates
lack the skills needed a in high technology-oriented
world.

Students in America's schools know to little,

and they are unable to display use of basic skills.
The quality of the curricula taught in schools varies
widely.

Disadvantaged and minority students lack

quality schools and the drop out among these groups is
extremely high.

Teachers and principals are too often

hired and promoted in a manner that make excellence in
education a matter of chance, not design.

Account¬

ability for what matters most: "student learning" is
lacking in America's educational processes at every
level.
Strengthen Content: The Core Curriculum Debate.
A Nation At Risk criticized what it called the

prevailing "cafeteria-style curriculum"—one lacking
substance, coherence, or consistent structure, and
filled instead with largely faddish, trivial, or
intellectually shallow courses (p. 18).
Critics of federal education reform argued that
our nation's cultural and ethnic diversity made it
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impossible to construct a core curriculum appropriate
for all students and schools.

Recognizing student

diversity, many schools "track" students according to
ability or future aspirations.

Some claim grouping by

ability, especially for specific subjects, can be a
useful instructional strategy according to Bennett
(1988).

But tracking as it is actually practiced has

been shown to deliver different and not academically
challenging content to some students,

(Goodlad, 1984).

On March 31, 1994, President William J. Clinton
signed a law that offered new tools and opportunities
to achieve our own education goals and high standardsthe GOALS 2000: EDUCATE AMERICA ACT.
The legislation defined the federal role as one
of support and facilitation to improve all schools for
all children, while maintaining state and local
control.

It provided financial support for states and

communities working to improve their schools and to
help their students meet their own high standards.

It

offered states and school districts broad authority to
waive certain federal regulations (Riley,

1995).

Goals 2000 took the 1990 National Education
Goals, expanded them, and made them the law of the
land.

Teachers responded that no one bothered to ask
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them what they felt was important to create change in
our schools.

The classroom is the ultimate place for

change and teachers are the instruments of change.
America 2000 and Goals 2000: Educate American Act
contain eight major goals and the objectives for
meeting those goals.

The goals are:

• school readiness: all children in America will
start school ready to learn
• school completion:
the high school graduation
rate will increase to at least 90 percent
• student achievement and citizenship: all students
will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrat¬
ed competency over challenging subject matter in¬
cluding English, Mathematics, Science, Foreign
Languages, Civics, Government and Economics, His
tory, and Geography, and every school in America
will ensure that all students learn to use their
minds well, so they may be prepared for responsi¬
ble citizenship, further learning, and productive
employment in our Nation's modern economy
• mathematics and science: United States students
will be first in the world in mathematics and
science achievement
• adult literacy and life-long learning: every
adult American will be literate and will possess
the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in
a global economy and exercise the rights and re¬
sponsibilities of citizenship
• safe, disciplined, alcohol and drug-free schools:
every school in the United States will be free of
drugs, violence, and unauthorized presence of
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firearms and alcohol and will offer a disciplined
environment conducive to learning
• teacher education and professional development:
the National teaching force will have access to
programs for the continued improvement of their
professional skills and the opportunity to ac¬
quire the knowledge and skills needed to instruct
and prepare all American students for the next
century
• the last goal of Goals 2000 is parental partici¬
pation: every school will provide partnerships
that will increase parental involvement and par
ticipation in promoting the social, emotional,
and academic growth of children (United States
Department of Education 1995)
State and Local Agenda.

The state and local

provisions of the law were voluntary and built
entirely around achieving each community's own goals
and standards.

Every state was encouraged to develop

challenging content standards of its own choosing
(what students are supposed to know and be able to do)
combined with performance standards (how well students
must know the material).

With the help of panels at

the state and local levels, action plans were to be
developed to help students achieve these goals and
meet standards, as defined by each state and each

community.
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States and localities then are asked to align
other policies of their education system around
helping their students achieve these goals and
standards.

Computers and other technology should

support teaching to the new standards.
should be aimed at the standards.

Curriculum

Assessments and

accountability should be oriented around them.
Parents should be involved in their schools and in
helping their children learn.

Professional

development for teachers and administrators should
take the standards into account.

(Riley, 1995)

stated, "At the state and local level, Goals 2000
invites states to do what we did in South Carolina—to
fit all of the pieces of the reform jigsaw puzzle
together and focus on achieving high levels of
performance," (p.3 8 4).
Top Down Reform Measures, Are They Viable?

The

goals and objectives described in these initiatives
inspire questions and concerns within me, as to how
they would be introduced and implemented in a
multicultural/urban centered school community.

As a

teacher in an urban school, I am concerned with what
parents, teachers and community members know about the
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new education reforms

advocated in the country, the

state and in the city of Springfield.

These concerns

led me to research the new education reform acts, both
on the state and government levels to get a better
understanding of what was expected of me as a teacher
and to realize what part parents and communities would
play in the process.
In researching the education reform initiatives
one would think that it all sounds so wonderful and
viable to everyone who is a part of it, either as a
parent, student, teacher, or administrator.

It seems

as though reform measures have taken into account all
classes, races, economic statuses, etc.

The questions

that are running through my mind are: who did these
reformers talk to? (i.e. what teachers, parents,
students, administrators); what schools did they visit
in order to make such vast statements about the
failures and accomplishments of education across such
a huge society-America?

I wondered as a teacher in an

urban school system who has been asked and have
discussed with many colleagues the question: Why
didn't they ask us?
I don't think we can find an educator from the
beginning of the latest wave of education reform to
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the present that would disagree about the need for
education reform, but they would probably agree that
those sitting in offices, who have not set foot in
America's classrooms, and do not have the slightest
idea what teachers and administrators are up against
everyday, are not the ones to effect change in the
classroom, in the school and ultimately in the
national system.

(Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde, 1993),

are not alone in the belief that teachers have been
left out of the necessary ingredients or equation for
successful education refom.

The core of change is

the classroom and the nucleus of that change lies with
the teacher.

Therefore it makes sense to begin at the

center of change, teachers.
I am not saying that teachers have all the
answers, but we are the closest to the students and
their parents.

It is in our classrooms and in our

schools where all of this change is taking place.
Instead of focusing on ways to punish teachers who
have students who fail, reformers should be looking
for ways to help these teachers reach the students.
When we begin to go through each school and classroom
with a "fine tooth comb" to identify problems keeping
teachers and students from succeeding and set
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curriculum, develop strategies and skills to help
students reach their potential then we have education
reform that is working.

The first step in any crisis

situation is recognizing that there is a crisis.

But

we don't stop there, we must listen, observe, be
empathetic, problem solve, set objectives and goals
then begin the necessary steps to meet the goals.
Brow beating teachers is not the answer to the many
challenges our students face in schools.

Our students

bring with them a myriad of problems and there is no
one solution to all their situations.
The curriculum is the major foundation of the
educational process.

What educators offer students in

the curriculum is what they will ultimately learn.
William Bennett's 1988 report says that we honor
diversity in America and in our schools yet there are
those who argue that this same diversity makes it
impossible to construct a core curriculum appropriate
for students and schools.

If this is the case then

the curricula will continue to deteriorate and
educators will continue to present one-sided data and
history to all of our students in America.

If we

welcome diversity among people in America one of the
areas where this should be most apparent is in the
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history that is taught.

Reformers say they welcome

diversity, but they throw out the standards because
they are to multicultural.

Every culture ought to be

represented and not just in tidbits and short feature
articles. Enough needs to be said about everyone so
that we all can get a better understanding of one
another.
Curricula that does not represent an entire world
presents only a bird's eye view of the world.
Bennett's' report (1988) acknowledges there are
minority students achieving success in education based
upon what they chose to take in school, this may be
true to an extent that there are many minority
individuals who are capable of selecting the right
courses with the right instruction in order to
succeed.

But the truth remains that many minority

students are still being advised to take courses based
upon what school counselors and others involved feel
they are capable of, based upon test scores and other
information.

There is an effort to get rid of

tracking in schools and suggesting what students'
futures should be based upon this information, but it
still exist in one form or another.
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There are still counselors, teachers, administrators
telling students what they feel they ought to grow up
and become.
There are still not enough minority students
succeeding in schools to say that the current
curriculum is best as it is right now.

If we say we

embrace diversity, than it ought to show in the
curriculum.

Every student in America's schools ought

to be able to find himself/herself represented in all
the textbooks and especially history.
They need to know and educators need to know the
important contributions of everyone not just
Europeans.
School choice for parents and children is perhaps
a welcomed idea.

Parents and students for the most

part want what is best.

I can't foresee any parent

not wanting the best facility, with the latest
equipment and technology.

However to say that school

choice is a way of providing equal access to the best
schools and the best teachers and the best technology
does not in itself solve the problems of inequality,
and access.

There are many issues that pertain to

parents choosing the best educational facility and
educational instruction for their students.
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For

example transportation is not always available to
students which would require parents to make their own
transportation arrangement.
scores.

An other issue is test

Many of these schools are using testing data

and other information to determine who should enter
their schools.

Lower ability students seeking to

enter special charter schools are not always accepted
even if it is the choice of the parent.

Safety is an

issue, many parents are not comfortable with sending
their children to schools far away from their
neighborhoods.

Many of these parents do not have

transportation to come to school if something should
happen.
School choice may be one aspect of obtaining
equity in schools.

School districts have a

responsibility to assure parents and students that
schools in their own neighborhoods as well charter
schools and parochial schools maintain excellent
facilities, well trained teachers, administrators and
staff.

A parent should not have to choose to send

their child/children across town to ensure they
receive an excellent education.

They should be able

to count on their school districts to make sure every
school is a top school with top employees.
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Perhaps the most important lesson is that schools
cannot be made to improve by outside agencies or
authorities. "Efforts to reform schools with a panacea
from the top have small chance for success.

There is

little evidence that competency tests, rigorous
evaluation procedures, differential pay systems,
mandatory course work, or other suggestions compel
teachers or schools to improve" (Jones & Maloy, 1996
p. 97).
Teachers, parents, community people and even
students themselves must willingly join in a locally
decided and managed change process.
Best Practices For Learning and Teaching

What are the best ways for children to succeed in
school?

Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde,

(1993 p.2), stated

that this topic is peculiarly missing from the loud,
ongoing conversation: what shall we teach and how?
At first it seems unlikely that amid all the furor,
that the substance of education could somehow be
overlooked, but the record of the reform era so far
sadly bears this out.

Much of official discourse has

concerned the structural and organizational features
of schooling, not its ingredients.

From the trend¬

setting book A Nation at Risk onward, most major
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reports, commission papers, books, and state and local
reform efforts have focused on the logistics of
schooling rather the content and process: the central
concerns have been the length of the school day and
year, the credentials and pay of teachers, the roles
and duties of principals, the testing and measurement
of school "products,"

the financing of schools and of

school reform, forging connections to the worlds of
work and higher education, and articulating educa¬
tional policy with national defense.
What should schools teach?
curriculum?

What should be the

What subject matter should children

encounter and when?

(James Beane, 1991 p.12),

addressed the peculiar imbalance in contemporary
school reform debates.

He states, "It seems that no

matter how radical restructuring talk may otherwise
be, it almost never touches upon the curriculum
itself.

Much of what passes from restructuring is, in

a sense, new bottles for old wine that has not gotten
better with age.

How is it that we can claim to speak

of school reform without addressing the centerpiece of
schools, the curriculum?"
Similarly, the methods of teaching have been
largely ignored in the current debate except for John
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Goodlad, in his book A Place Called School (1984).

He

looked at teaching processes, and the nature of the
interaction between kids and teachers in school.

He

pondered how to rearrange the basic ingredients of
school-time and space and books and ideas and
people—to maximize student learning.
The goal of determining "what works" in the
different school subjects, and to clearly define best
educational practice in each teaching field has been
the struggle of researchers, professional associations
and educators.
curriculum.

At the core of the debate is the

These groups believe that if American

schools are to be genuinely reformed, there must be a
clear definition of the content of the curriculum and
classroom activities through which students may most
effectively engage that content.

This means

rethinking the substance, the content, the processes,
the methods, and the dynamics of schooling.
Professional organizations leading the call for
change include the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, the Center for the Study of Reading, the
National Writing Project, the National Council for the
Social Studies, the American Association for the
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Advancement of Science, the National Council of
Teachers of English, The National Association for the
Education of Young Children, and the International
Reading Association.
The reports urged less lecturing,

seatwork,

teacher-dominated discussions, drill and practice
exercises, and standardized fill-in-the blank tests.
Instead the reports urged more groupwork, cooperative
learning,

student decision making, writing from ones

own imaginative, community involvement and student
chosen reading.
principles,

There are thirteen interlocking

assumptions, or theories to this new

paradigm. It is believed to be:
•

EXPERIENTIAL.

•

REFLECTIVE.

•

AUTHENTIC.

•

HOLISTIC.

•

SOCIAL.

•

COLLABORATIVE.

•

DEMOCRATIC.

•

COGNITIVE.

•

DEVELOPMENTAL.

•

CONSTRUCTIVIST.
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• PSYCHOLINGUISTIC.
•

CHALLENGING.
From my perspective as a classroom teacher,

I

believe education reform is like building a house, it
must begin from the foundation, then a frame, walls
and a roof before anything can be put inside of it.
The foundation in education is its teachers who are
the ones who will implement whatever changes are
proposed.

Its frame is the curriculum which consists

of all the necessary educational curricula, materials
and technology needed for our students to become
contributing individuals in a democratic society.

Its

walls are its support system consisting of parents,
administrators,

support staff, community.

Its roof

consists of everyone covering and protecting what is
inside, its students who are relying upon the more
knowing to provide them with the best education
possible.

It seems unusual that reform has not begun

with asking teachers and parents and students what we
think is needed and what are the necessary measures
for obtaining the goals.
Today's students in our schools have access to so
much in the way of learning tools;
video, computers etc.

television, radio,

The classrooms must be more
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accommodating in the use of these instructional tools.
Students today are much more agile and versatile.
They do not respond as well to the sit down and be
quiet tasks in the classroom as they to do to the
hands-on creative activities in the room.

Children

are more sociable today, and that can be a tremendous
task when you are trying to instruct 30 students at
one time, but if done correctly that social-ness can
be turned into collaborative and cooperative learning
opportunities in which everyone, including teachers
benefit.
Answers to the questions of What are we going to
teach" and how are we going teach it?, are the very
crux of the matter of change in our educational
system.

Bottom-up reformers have tried to provide

insight to these questions, but the what and how for
each student, teacher, administrator and parent that
is involved needs individual as well as group
consideration to determine the best practice.
We cannot be afraid of change, we cannot be
afraid of new innovations.

Instead we must be willing

to try as many new ways (best practices) to reach
every student possible, take pride in, and have a
willingness as well as opportunity to share that
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knowledge with everyone involved, top to bottom,
bottom to top.
High Expectations and Climate

The Digest of Education Statistics

(1997) stated

that in the fall of 1995 African-Americans, Latinos,
Amerinidians, and Asians made up more than 35.1
percent of the public school enrollment in the nation.
These statistics suggest that we have to look at our
classrooms differently than we have in the past.
Knowing academic content when teaching has always been
important.

Teachers can't teach what they don't know.

Along with knowing the content, they have to take a
poignant look at who they are delivering content
knowledge to in their classes.

Teachers must be

aware that diverse cultures mean classrooms must take
on new dimensions.

They must be filled with

culturally relevant materials.

Books, pictures,

posters, should reflect the racial, ethnic and gender
realities of the school.

Teachers must be willing to

learn and engage in culturally relevant teaching if
they are to meet the needs of all students in our
classrooms and in our schools.
Meeting the Needs of Diverse Students.

Gloria

Ladson-Billings (1994) in her book. The Dream Keepers:
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Successful Teachers of African-American Children
highlighted culturally relevant teaching,

"As viewing

knowledge as something that is continuously re¬
created, recycled, and shared,"
critically,"

"As viewing knowledge

"As being passionate about knowledge,"

"As helping students develop necessary skills," and,
"As seeing excellence as a complex standard that takes
a student's diversity and individual difference into
/

account," (pp.

81,

91,

94,

96,98).

High self-esteem and a high regard for others are
characteristics of culturally relevant teachers.

They

believe all children can learn and be successful.
They believe their teaching gives something back to
the community and they encourage their students to do
the same by helping them make connections between
their own community, national and global identities.
The culturally relevant teachers see themselves as
artist and teaching as an art and they see teaching as
"pulling knowledge out" - like mining.

Ladson-

Billings (1994) spoke of her experiences with White
teachers.

She said,

"Many are uncomfortable

acknowledging any student differences and particularly
racial differences.

Thus some teachers make such
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statements as "I don't really see color, I just see
children," or I don't care if they're red, green, or
polka dot, I just treat them all like children."
Lisa Delpit (1995, p.177) asked the question,
"What message does this statement send?

That there is

something wrong with being black or brown, that it
should not be noticed?."
She suggests that if one does not see color, than
one does not really see children.

Children made

"invisible" in this manner become hard-pressed to see
themselves worthy of notice.
states,

Ladson-Billings (1994),

"These attempts at colorblindness mask a

"dysconscious racism" an "uncritical habit of mind
that justifies inequity and exploitation by accepting
the existing order of things as given,"

(p.32).

This is not to suggest that uncritical white
teachers are racist in the conventional sense.

They

do not consciously deprive or punish African-American
children or other minority children on the basis of
their race, but at the same time they are not
unconscious of the ways in which some are privileged
and others are disadvantaged in the classroom.

Their

"dysconsciousness" comes into play when they fail to
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challenge the status quo, when they accept the given
as "the inevitable,"

(p. 31-32).

Taking a child-centered view, Lisa Delpit (1995)
stated,

"It is important to remember that children are

individuals and cannot be made to fit into any
preconceived mold of how they are "supposed" to act.
The question is not necessarily how to create the
perfect "culturally matched" learning situation for
each ethnic group, but rather how to recognize when
there is a problem for a particular child and how to
seek its cause in the most broadly conceived fashion.
Knowledge about culture is but one tool that educators
may make use of when devising solutions for a school's
difficulty in educating diverse children,"

(p.

167).

Differences between school culture and home
culture is another are of concern for multicultural
reformers.

Significant differences that exit between

the students' culture and school's culture can cause
teachers to misinterpret students' aptitudes,

intend,

or abilities as a result of the difference in styles
of language use and interactional patterns.

These

cultural variations can also lead teachers to use
instructional methods and/or discipline measures that
are at odds with the norms of the community.
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One of Delpit's informants described to her three
different types of teachers that are in his school:
the Black teachers, none of whom are afraid of Black
kids; the White teachers, a few of whom are not afraid
of Black kids; and the largest group of White
teachers, who are all afraid of Black kids.

The

informant contends that it is the latter group that
consistently has the most difficulty with teaching and
whose students have the most difficulty with learning.
Delpit (1995), contends that the problem may rest
with how these three groups of teachers interact and
use language with their students.

These differences

in discourse styles relate to certain ethnic and class
groups.

For instance, many African-American teachers

are likely to give directives to a group of unruly
students in a direct and explicit fashion,
example,

"I don't want to hear it.

and finish your work NOW!"

for

Sit down, be quit,

Not only is this directive

explicit, but with it the teacher also displays a high
degree of personal power in the classroom.
European-American teachers soft-pedal their
directives to students by asking such questions as,
"Would you like to sit down now and finish your work?"
They downplay their display of power.
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African-

American children are more likely to obey the first
explicit directive from the teacher and ignore the
second passive directive because they can relate to
first one.

It sounds similar to directives they hear

at home from parents.

Also, the second directive

sounds to many of these children like the words of
someone who is fearful (and thus less deserving of
respect).
Another area of concern for Lisa Delpit are the
assumptions teachers make.

Teachers claim that all

children can learn, but few really believe it.
Teacher education courses often focus on research that
links failure and socioeconomic status, failure and
cultural difference, and failure and single-parent
households.

It is hard to believe that these children

can possibly be successful after their teachers have
been so thoroughly exposed to so much negative
stereotyping.

When teachers receive that kind of

education, there is a tendency to assume deficits in
students rather than to locate and teach to strengths.
To counter this tendency, educators must have
knowledge of children's lives outside the school so as
to recognize their strengths,
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(Delpit, 1995).

Knowledge of what children experience in their
lives outside of school helps teachers to identify
their strengths.

A lack of knowledge about children's

lives may cause teachers to "teach down" to children
or to teach them less.

Teaching down to children or

teaching less occurs when the focus is solely on
decontextualized bits.

It can also occur with those

who favor "holistic" or children-centered approaches.
Although there is some value to these approaches some
teachers are using these methodologies as excuses for
not adjusting their training to fit the needs of the
students.
"In some "process writing" classrooms, teachers
unfamiliar with the language abilities of AfricanAmerican children are led to believe that these
students lack fluency with language.

They therefore

allow them to remain in the first stages of the
writing process, producing first draft after first
draft with no attention to editing or completing final
products (p.

174)."

African-American children are

allowed to remain at the level of developing fluency
because these teachers do not understand the language
competence their students already possess.
problematic here,

What is

is not the kind of instruction but
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the attitude underlying it.

Teachers' lack of

understanding the potential of the students they
teach, will lead to underteaching them no matter what
the methodology.
Perceptions, Expectations, Behaviors and
Achievement; Changing Our Perception of Culturally
Diverse Students Will Lead to Higher Expectations.
A teacher's perceptions and expectations for her/his
student(s) dictate how the teacher will act toward the
student(s) and these perceived expectations and
behaviors correlate to the achievement of the
student(s).

This has been an accepted fact among

educators for some thirty years, ever since the
landmark work on the Pygmalion effects in the class¬
room by Rosenthal and Jacobson, commonly known as the
self-fulfilling prophecy (Grayson & Martin,

1997).

According to Delpit (1995) there are three
reasons why problems of perception occur between
culturally diverse students and their teachers.

"To

begin with, our prospective teachers are exposed to
descriptions of failure rather than models of
success,"

(p.

177,178).

Student teachers learn that

labels ("disadvantaged," "at-risk," "learning
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disabled," "the underclass") explain children's lack
of success. They read research study after research
study that claims school achievement is intimately and
inevitably linked with socioecomonic status.

Teacher

candidates are told that "culturally different"
children are mismatched to the school setting and
therefore cannot be expected to achieve as well as
white, middle-class children.

They are told that

children of poverty are developmentally slower than
other children.
A second reason problems occur is that most
schools are institutions of isolation.

We foster the

notion that students are clients of "professional"
educators who are met in the "office" of the classroom
where their deficiencies are remediated and their
intellectual "illnesses" healed.

Rarely do educators

foster inquiry into who our students really are or
encourage teachers to develop links to the often rich
home lives of students, yet teachers cannot hope to
begin to understand who sits before them unless they
can connect with the families and communities from
which their students come.

To do that, it is vital

that teachers and teacher educators explore their own
beliefs and attitudes about non-White and non-middle56

class people.

Black, White, and "other" - harbor

unexamined prejudices about people from ethnic groups
or classes different from their own.

This is partly

because teachers have been so conditioned by the
larger society's negative stereotypes of certain
ethnic groups, and partly because they are never given
the opportunity to learn to value the experiences of
other groups (Delpit 1995, p.179).
The third problem Delpit (1995, p.181) believes
that we must overcome is the "narrow and essentially
Eurocentric curriculum we provide for our teachers."
At the university level, teachers are not being
educated with the broad strokes necessary to prepare
them proper for the twenty-first century.

Those who

are concerned about teachers and teaching must insist
that our teachers become knowledgeable of the liberal
arts, but they must also work to change liberal arts
courses so that they do not continue to reflect as
feminist scholar Peggy McIntosh says,
lives of White Western men."

"the public

These new courses must

not only teach what White Westerners have to say about
diverse cultures, they must also share what the
writers and thinkers of diverse cultures have to say
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about themselves, their history, music, art,
literature, politics, and so forth.
Three researchers Tran, M.T., Young, R.L. &
Dilella, J.D.

(1994) conducted a study to examine the

effects of a multicultural education course on the
forming attitudes toward three ethnic groups:
Europeans, Mexican-Americans, and African-Americans.
The participants were 55 students from three classes
of the Introduction to Multicultural Education course.
The same instructor taught all three courses.

A core

part of the course requirement called cultural plunges
required students immerse themselves in a cultural
activity and interact with members of another culture.
The results show that the course had a
significant effect on changing student attitudes
toward all three ethnic groups.

After the course was

completed students perceived African-Americans to be
more gentle, sexually inactive,

sober, thrifty, non-

athletic, and family-oriented.

Europeans were seen as

being aggressive, independent, competitive, hard¬
working, time-conscious, organized academically able,
and clean, and Mexican-Americans were seen as
emotional, religious, academically able, family
oriented, and less sexually promiscuous.
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This article shows that to overcome the
stereotypes about certain non-white learners, future
teachers need to go out in the field to experience the
richness of diverse cultures before they are able to
change their belief systems.

Traditional lectures,

textbooks and discussions are just components of a
multicultural education course;

real learning comes

in the actual participation, visitation, and getting
/

acquainted with these cultures.

To dispel the myths

about cultural differences in schools, teachers have
to be willing to experience an others' culture, be a
part of them as we want them to be a part of other
cultures in America.
Classroom Climate and Relationships.

The

climate of classrooms has been defined by many
researchers as the social and psychological forces
that influence the social environment of the whole
group and subgroups within classes,

(Walburg,

1979).

These three interlocking social and physiological
dimensions that influence classroom climate include:
The relationships that develop in the life of the
classroom; the goal-orientation and personaldevelopment features of the environment which are
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thought of in the classroom as the task or academic
orientations that exist and the system-maintenance and
change dimension which includes the degree to which
classrooms are orderly, and organized, how control is
maintained, how students
are involved in classroom planning, and the amount of
unusual and varying activities that occur in the
classroom.
Teachers must be willing to form relationships
with their students.

Education is a two way street, a

daily give and take situation.

The student-teacher

relationship is an important aspect of the education
effort.

The basis for learning is the relationship

which exists between the two parties.

There are many

teaching styles that exist among teachers today.

Some

may be passive, some rigid or authoritarian, but for
teachers to be successful they must find the most
effective way(s) to reach all students.
Children are not just children.

They are

individuals, with individual needs and capabilities.
Teachers must exercise their flexibility and
adaptability in an effort to reach each and every
student.

It does not matter their teaching style.

What really matters is that they try to build a trust
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and mutual respect for all students.
117) stated,

Oakes,

(1995, p.

"Trusting relationships exist when

teachers and students see one another as mutually
involved and working at the project of learning.

In

classrooms where trusting relationships exist,
students will spend their time and energy on
learning."
There are many other aspects which go into the
/

formation of a quality classroom,

including,

"the

teacher's concern for students, the teacher's
punitiveness, the amount of disruption and dissonance
in the classroom,

student apathy, and the regard

students have for one another," Oakes (1985).

What it

all comes down to for Oakes is that educators/teachers
must genuinely care about their students.
In a related study, two researchers (SlaughterDefoe &

Glinet,

1996) conducted research using a

modified version of the School Climate questionnaire
on how African-American and Latino children perceive
school climate.

The results showed that African-

American children viewed teacher-child relations as
the most important dimension of school climate.

For

African-American children, besides acknowledgment of
best efforts, caring teachers listened to children and
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were available to comfort and help with school and
personal problems.

Latino children stressed teacher

fairness, caring, and praise for effort as well as the
importance of moral order.

Both groups emphasized

following school rules and performing well.
The study confirmed that teacher support of
students is valuable to students in an urban
environment.

How teachers respond to students'

questions and needs is important to African-American
and Latino Children.

These students perceive a good

school climate to consist of an atmosphere where
teachers are not just willing to teach them, but one
in which teachers are also nurturing and comforting.
A school environment that offers academics in a
nurturing environment could very well contribute to
the success of urban centered school children.
Atron Gentry & Carolyn Peelle (1995) in their
book Learning to Survive: Black Youth Look for
Education and Hope, called this same belief the "Hope
Factor" triumph of spirit over adversity,

(p.12).

"The Hope Factor" advocates that students need
self-esteem and faith in themselves to believe that
they are worth something and can achieve in this
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society.

"In general, self-esteem is a result of

one's experience (how people treat you) and one's
inner opinion of self-worth (how you see yourself in
relation to others)," (p.13)
Education is the instrument of the "Hope Factor"
for American youth.

Through equal educational

opportunity, young people buy into the system which
supposedly gives everyone a chance to excel, to make
their contribution and to participate.
"The Hope Factor" relates to the American Dream
of material prosperity, that any one can make it.

It

is essential for the citizens' faith in a democracy.
Gentry & Peelle, 1995 (p. 15).

"The Hope Factor," is

about more than getting out of the lower class.
Americans need

"The Hope Factor."

finding a reason for living.

All

It is also about

Helping others-

(cooperation) holds the key to a meaningful
existence,"(p.16).

Our whole global village needs to

pull together to educate the children of the world.
There are practical reasons to do so-better educated
people can do useful work and solve problems, and they
are less likely to tear each other apart in wars.
there are moral, spiritual reasons to do so.
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And

Self-concept, the way children perceive
themselves, is based on the way children interact with
their environment, and learn by trial, the attitudes
significant others in their lives (parents, peers,
teachers) display towards them, and particularly the
manner in which expectations and limits are imposed,
Grayson & Martin (1997).
Self-esteem is concerned with judgment of self
worth, value and importance.

It does not necessarily

reflect realistic assessments of capability.

Self

assessment of perceived personal capability come under
the study of self-efficacy.

People tend to cultivate

their capabilities in activities and environments that
give them a sense of self-worth (Bandura, 1997).
At a very early age, females and males are
influenced to behave in certain ways.

Each is

expected to play roles which have been refined over
time.

Parents and significant other adults impose

limits and expectations which profoundly affect
development of the self-concept: You are too little;
Careful, you'11 get hurt!; You're always sick1; Don't
be dumb!; Why can't you be good like your brother?;
You'll never amount to anything!
1997).
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(Grayson & Martin,

Society still perpetuates female/male
expectations and limits which have an enormous and
frequently adverse effect on the self-concepts,
choices and lives of both females and males.

These

limitations are compounded by perceptions based on the
multiple factors of race, socioeconomic class,
religion, dominant language, sexuality, ability level,
physical and developmental challenges and other
influential characteristics.
The educational system is a crucial force in
shaping the self-concepts of females and males from
all diverse groups.

Studies indicate that both males

and females learn cultural stereotypes that being male
is inherently better than being female (BaumgartnerPapageorgiou, Riley, et al, 1982).

Repeated

observation has indicated that African-American males
receive less positive interactions, such as physical
closeness, then any other group of students (Grayson,
1997).
Whether school achievement influences self-esteem
or the other way around makes little difference to the
child's educational experience.

Once a child

repeatedly fails in school, self-esteem will plummet,
and that low self-esteem then becomes the greatest
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barrier to further learning.

Self-worth as a

motivator is so strong that students will adopt a wide
variety of strategies to protect self-worth and not
risk failure, everything from cheating to
procrastinating to not trying at all.

One way to

encourage students to give up such counterproductive
strategies is to change the rules of the achievement
"game" from a zero-sum game with a few winners and
many losers to a cooperative undertaking with the goal
of learning for all Gentry & Peelle,

(1995).

There are two dimensions to self-esteem: how we
see ourselves and how others see and treat us.
ideal learning setting addresses both needs.

The
Children

(indeed, all people) need to experience success to
have confidence; and more confidence creates more
success.

There is the external reward-teacher's

praise; others' perception of excellence, or some
quantifiable measure of success.
is important as well.

The internal reward

We have to believe that what we

achieved was worth doing, and that we achieved it
through effort, not luck. Gentry & Peelle,
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(1995).

Researchers State That Teachers Can Strengthen
Students' Self-esteem by Creating a Climate for Growth
That is Conducive to a Healthy Self--concept by Using
Various Strategies.

Collaboration: In classes where

males and females collaborate, stereotyping is reduced
and females display more positive self-esteem and are
more apt to assume leadership (Campbell).

In a

collaborative environment, students can develop their
potential with fewer restrictions imposed by genderbased expectations.

Emphasize person-ness; Bias and its concomitant
inequities occur most often in classrooms where roles
are emphasized over person-ness.

Teachers

impersonally play teacher roles, males are assigned
stereotypical roles, and females are expected to play
roles.

Everybody plays roles rather than being who

they are—unique, different, valued human beings with
unlimited potential for growth Grayson & Martin
(1997).

Use of Names; Teachers are encouraged to learn
students' names and use them on a regular basis during
classroom interactions.
others' names as well.

Help students to learn each
Multiple use of name cards on
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desks and name tags will make learning names easier
for everybody Grayson & Martin (1997).

Personal Regard Statements; Teachers are
encouraged to use terms of consideration (i.e.,
"please," thank you," etc.) with all students during
classroom interactions.

Learn about other facets of

your students' lives (i.e.) outside activities,
interests, sports, etc.) which may be incorporated
into instruction and informal conversations (Grayson &
Martin 1997).
Springfield, MA Education Reform

Education reform on the federal, state

and

district levels will only be successful if teachers
who are in the schools and classrooms understand what
the goals and objectives on each level are trying to
accomplish.

I remember the first meeting held at the

New North Community School in Springfield, MA on the
restructuring of Springfield Schools, watching and
listening to anxious parents and teachers as everyone
tried to fathom what our superintendent was advocating
as he described the future of Springfield Public
Schools.
In 1989, Springfield hired a new Superintendent
of Schools, Dr. Peter J. Negroni.
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Dr. Negroni put

together a task force consisting of department heads
and the Deputy Superintendent of Schools Bryant
Robinson/ to develop Springfield's Action Plan for
education reform.
In 1990f Springfield Public Schools System began
implementing its district plan called "Springfield's
Blueprint for Excellence."
renewal.

Phase I began with school

The first stage of school renewal involved

restructuring the system in three major ways:
implementation of school-based management in all 40
schools, reorganization of the grade structure of our
schools, creating K-5 elementary schools, 6-8

middle

schools, K-8 schools, four year high schools, access
to information and school programs by establishing the
Parent Information Center, and at the same time,
establishing a School Choice Plan which gives parents
far more educational options.
Phase II of

School renewal focused on the needs

of the students and teachers.

Professional

Development courses were started in 1993 shortly after
the restructuring of school grades.

Although the

first development sessions began with setting the
teaching and learning standards and assessment, the
program now offers a variety of courses from which
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teachers select and develop their own professional
development program.
The Springfield Public Schools System felt that
if it was to educate all of its children for a
productive place in a democratic society, all of them
must have academic equity and excellence, and
guaranteeing that access must be the most seriously
sought goal of school renewal.

In short, Springfield

schools must commit themselves to reform that touches
every one of its students, regardless of that
student's special talents or special needs.

(Access

to Equity and Academic Excellence p. 2).
Writing and the Teaching of Writing to
Young Children

As part of the reform plans, writing in the
classroom with young energetic children was seen as an
exciting tool to encourage students to create in
scribbles, words, pictures, whatever works for them to
express themselves.

Writing was seen as a discipline,

a part of the official curriculum, in and of itself
that required a regular time period in the classroom
schedule like the other academic subjects.

However

many teachers found it difficult to include writing
everyday because many of them felt writing is
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something that comes after learning how to spell,
language mechanics and usage.

Writing is inclusive of

these skills as many researchers have noted.
Reformers started to look at writing in a different
light and recognize that there are many valuable
programs and innovations that help us to change how
teachers view the writing process, while supporting
writing everyday.
Qualities of Best Practice in Teaching Writing.
The blossoming of research and pedagogical experiment
on writing has over the past dozen years, created a
clear and consistent picture of an effective writing
program.
According to Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde,

(1993 p.49

50), best practices in writing include
• all children can and should write
• teachers must help students find real purpose to
write
• students need to take ownership and responsibil¬
ity
• effective writing programs involve the complete
process
• teachers can help students get started
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• grammar and mechanics are best learned in the
context of actual writing
• students need real audiences
• writing should extend throughout the curriculum
and reflect on ideas already covered
Effective teachers use evaluation constructively
and efficiently.

Masses of red marks on a page

discourage children, and don't provide effective help
for learning how to revise or to proofread.

Teachers

need to involve students in the evaluation process.
Evaluation strategies should include oral conferences
during which teachers can help students set goals,
self-evaluate and reflect on what has been learned and
what improvements might be needed.
aides in evaluating cumulatively.

A folder system
Instead of focusing

on the whole writing piece, teachers can help students
identify one or two kinds of errors at a time and
grading can be limited to only a few selected, revised
pieces (Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde, 1993).
When opportunity is present, most young children
are eager writers.

They "write everywhere-in family

living areas and kitchens with parents, siblings and
friends; in their rooms amidst toys, stuffed animals.
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and clothes; on a computer or on a typewriter; in
restaurants and offices as they wait for adults; in
cars and buses traveling down the highway; and in
schools (Edwards & Maloy, 1992 ,p.3)."
Youngsters write for many reasons and in many
forms.

Parents and other adults usually think of

writing as words, and articles, etc., written only in
complete sentences with appropriate parts of speech
and proper punctuation.

They generally do not think

of pictures with scribbles, squalls, and letters
written backwards as meaningful expressions of
children's thinking.

They look at them and say cute

things like, "How nice," "Look at that, isn't it
wonderful!"

Seldom do they try to find or recognize

the messages that exist in these early drawings, and
scribbles.
(Sharon Edwards, 1997 p.12) states, "Writing is a
way for young children to express their ideas and make
sense of the world around them.

They use environ¬

mental print and interactions with other children and
adults, the media and their own imaginations as
sources of writing."
Young children write for many reasons and in many
forms.

They write to communicate information in their
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pretend play; to explore word play and imagination
through stories, poetry, biographies, reports, letters
and other genres of written language as part of home
experiences and school curriculum.

Other activities

that influence children's writing include telling
stories orally; dictation text for someone to write;
discussing writing and illustrating; creating language
materials to construct text such as rebus puzzles,
sentence strips, picture and word cards; hearing
stories read aloud.
The Writing Box Project.

Sharon A. Edwards, a

classroom teacher at the Mark's Meadow School in
Amherst, MA has conducted an eight year project called
the "Writing Box" Project with first and second
graders.

Each child in the class received a Writing

Box (a sweater size clear plastic box) containing
writing supplies and paper to be used at home by the
students.
To document the impact of writing boxes and
subsequent changes in the classroom curriculum,
Edwards collected children's writing samples during
each year of the project.

The writing samples

provided an ongoing record of what children were
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writing at different times of the school year and
during different years of the project.

She supple¬

mented her writing samples with information from her
own observations of activities in the classroom,
surveys from families, group meetings with parents and
interviews with six families (half the number involved
in the study in each of the first two years).

From

the students' experiences (Edwards, 1997) drew six
conclusions.

First, choice of writing materials makes

a difference in how willing children are to write.
Interesting, open-ended materials are prerequisites
for children to write all year.
Second, teachers must create many writing times
throughout the day.

Her students wrote during

regularly scheduled times as well as before school
began, during snack and "you choose" time, and at
recess and lunch.
Third, how teachers talk with children about
writing is crucial to children becoming active
writers.

She changed her vocabulary and approach to

emphasize that children are writers right now with
ideas and pictures in their heads to communicate to
others through text.
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Fourth, process models for teaching writing based
on the experiences of adult writers must be modified
to create "a writing process fit for a child."

This

child-centered approach includes diverse ways of
opening up writing, generating first drafts, revising
and editing, and publishing.
Fifth, writing can be integrated into the study
of mathematics, science and social studies using "I
Wonder" journals, fiction-nonfiction stories, and math
comics.
Finally, computers and other technologies promote
writing.

Having more than one computer in the class¬

room allowed her to do more small group instruction
with writing.

The machines provided different ways to

write and to publish while supporting children's
creativity and self-expression.
The "Writing Box" Project demonstrated that
change in the classroom curriculum and classroom
instruction can be conducted by a classroom teacher on
a systematic basis over a number of years.

Edwards

changed her teaching approaches many times over the
years as the children demonstrated different
dimensions of their writing abilities.
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The study also shows that providing the children
with their own tools (the necessary tools) for writing
is a must.

When children have access to what they

need to be creative in the classroom as well as at
home, they are more willing to write.
Also, the creation of an atmosphere conducive to
writing proved very important in this project.
Writing as a daily integral part of the curriculum and
learning took away the risk of writing ones thoughts
down on paper.

Everyone was in the same situation in

this class, everyone had ample opportunity to write
and to share the work with others.

Another important

aspect of the "Writing Box" project was the
involvement of parents.

Parents want to know what is

going on with their children in school.
They are happy when they are included in their
children's educational development.

On the other hand

they are unhappy when they are kept in the dark about
their children's progress until they are notified that
their child is failing.

The inclusion of parents in

this project from the beginning of its inception
helped students to be successful in the classroom as
well as at home.

Parents want to help their children

and when given the necessary information to do so
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everyone experiences success, teachers, students, and
parents.
Conclusions

Reform of America's schools is something parents,
teachers, administrators and even students would agree
is needed in our nation's educational program.

I

don't think any of these groups would argue the point.
Parents are children's first teachers.

They know the

most about the ways in which their children play and
interact with others, learn and react to situations.
Parents and teachers working together are key to
effectual change in our schools.
The research in this study shows that individuals
such as parents and teachers who are the ones to
effect change in the classrooms have been left out of
the equation for successful education reform.

The

first step in any crisis situation is to recognize
that their is a crisis.

The next step is to go to the

source of the problem to investigate those issues that
are causing the problems.

Careful observation and

listening to all groups effected is key.

Then goals

and objectives must be set to solve these problems.

is

Some would argue that this process is occurring,

still

others would argue that not enough has been done and
its taking to long.
Reformers also know that the development and
implementation of the curriculum is the nucleus of the
nation's educational program.

Yet they cannot agree

upon what should be in the basic curriculum.

The

"What?" and "How?" battle of what the curriculum
should look like have been going on for over a decade
of education reform.

The formula for a successful

education program includes excellent teachers who have
high expectations for their students and a curriculum
that is representative of all American students. The
curriculum, administrators, teachers, students and
parents must coexist to implement education programs
that help all children learn at high levels.

One

cannot exist without the other.
Children can be high academic achievers.

They

need teachers who believe they can learn at higher
levels with out qualifiers added such as,

"They can

learn at the levels they are at present."

Instead

teachers must believe that children can go beyond
their present levels of learning and teach them
according to this belief.

The only means for children
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to gain more knowledge than they already possess is to
give them more not less.

When we give them less, we

stunt their knowledge growth and cause them to remain
at levels unacceptable in education today.

We are

saying to them we accept mediocre progress or inferior
work which does not encourage children to do their
best or to learn more.
Children can learn at higher levels if they know
what is expected of them.

Objectives, goals and

instruction must be clear.

Children need less

lecturing and more time to engage themselves in the
actions of learning.

Through actual practice of

skills and strategies children become responsible for
and take part in their own educational development.
When children are a part of their own learning
experience they acquire skills and strategies that are
transferred and integrated into other disciplines, and
into their lives as they become life-long learners.
The research in this study suggests that positive
classroom environment and climate are a necessary part
of children's learning in the classroom.

An important

aspect of classroom climate is the formation of rela¬
tion ships.

Positive teacher/student and

student/student relationships are major contributors
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to a positive environment in which to teach, learn and
be safe.

When teachers learn about the backgrounds of

the students in their classes they see them as more
than, "just children."

They see them as individuals

with rich cultural backgrounds to share, and students
who have varying learning abilities and learning
styles.
The classroom itself should be inviting to the
students.

Multicultural classrooms need to reflect

all the cultures in the classroom.

All students

should find something of themselves in the room.

This

can be obtained through classroom decorations,
posters, pictures and books in the classroom library,
and by having the children participate in the creation
of the classroom.

One area in particular is the

establishing of classroom rules.

Collaborative rule

making helps students own the rules.

When they are

broken children are less apt to challenge the
consequences because they created them.
A positive classroom environment reflects the
subject matter that is taught in the classroom.
(Edwards,

1997 p.58) states "Young children enjoy

creating characters and stories; recording realities
and fantasies on paper; communicating their ideas
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through languages."

Knowing this teachers must help

children tap into their own lives to find reasons and
purpose to read and write everyday.
The research in this study shows that writing
should be a part of the original curriculum.

However,

expectations for successful writing in the classroom
must be the same as those expectations for Reading,
Math, Science, Social Studies.
writers.

Children are capable

They enjoy writing in many forms and genres.

They will write when they are given opportunity, the
necessary tools, and a variety of purposes to write.
Children need an environment that encourages writing.
Posters, books, magazines, computers, a writing center
in the classroom are needed in the classroom to
support children's writing endeavors.

It is also

important that teachers model their writing to provide
students with tangible starting points for their own
personal writing at school and home.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN
Setting of the Study

The Rebecca M. Johnson School is located in the
urban Mason Square section of Springfield,
Massachusetts.

The community is predominantly

African-American, with a high population of Hispanics.
In September 1993, the opening of this school was
a dream come true.

The school is a living tribute to

Rebecca Mae Johnson, an outstanding educator and the
first African-American Principal in Massachusetts.
Johnson School is a city-wide magnet school which has
attracted children to innovative programs and a modern
facility.

The school represents the combined efforts

of the Springfield Public Schools and the community's
vision of a K-8 school which offers exceptional
education programs for children at a site which serves
the community in a supportive family atmosphere.
The philosophy at Rebecca M. Johnson School
focuses solely on the children.

The vision of the

school embraces the believe that all children can and
will learn.

Faculty, staff, and parents of Rebecca M.

Johnson School believe in "Children First."
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The goal

is to educate all children who attend Johnson School
to become involved and productive citizens of our
democratic society by building identity, character,
analytic and operational capacity, and self-confidence
in each student.
To accomplish its vision the Johnson School,
seeks to build a strong and active partnership with
parents and the community.

The diverse faculty and

staff at Johnson School are committed to modeling
democratic practices, honoring diversity, and
challenging all forms of inequity to allow students to
achieve high academic success.

They vow as a family

to provide each student the opportunity to learn in a
safe and secure environment.

All staff are called

upon to use their talents, resources, and leadership
ability to embrace their students, to recognize their
own strengths and individuality, and to ensure their
survival in this changing technological world.
Rebecca M. Johnson School has 69 classrooms with
a student population of 888 students.

Twenty-six

percent are White, thirty-six percent Non-White,
thirty-eight percent Spanish and zero percent Asian
(Springfield Public Schools Distribution, October
1998).
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Unique program features of Rebecca M. Johnson
School include: Total inclusion of special education
and Title I; bilingual and regular education programs;
Life Skills programs; cultural diversity programs;
attendance and academic incentive programs; World
Language classes in—Chinese, French, Spanish,
Spanish/Native Language; computer and technology
literacy; hands-on mathematics and enrichment;
literature-based experience programs; values and self¬
esteem programs; Community Service Learning; Research
for Better Teaching professional development workshops
for teachers; early intervention programs; and K-8 and
Student Councils.
Special accomplishments of Rebecca M. Johnson
School since its opening in 1993 include: strong
parent involvement, high student attendance, parent
and community volunteers, business partnership with
the local United States Postal Service, the School-toWork program and the Facing History Ourselves
Institute.
Elementary grades at the Rebecca M. Johnson
School feature a two year looping program.

Students

stay with their K-5 teachers for two grades in a
Family Model.

Students participating in the Bailey's
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231 Writers' Workshop are in grades four and five and
range in age from eight to eleven years old.

Actual

classroom participation during the 1995-1996 and 19961997 school years consisted of nine African-Americans,
nine White and one Hispanic student. Seven students
were males and twelve females.

During the 1998-1999

school year participants in the Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop consisted of nine girls and eight boys.
Their ethnicity consisted of three African-Americans,
seven Hispanics, six White, and one Lebanese student.
A total of thirty-six children have participated in
the three years of the workshop.
Information and Data Collection

During the three years of the Bailey's 231
Writers' Workshop project information and data about
the participates were collected from six sources:
writing assessments developed by the city of
Springfield, including the developmental continuums;
extensive examples of students' classroom writing
(1996-97, 1997-98, 1998-1999); teacher's observations
and records; interviews with six fifth graders who
participated in the workshop; a parent questionnaire;
Houghton/ Mifflin writing theme tests.
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Part two of

the Houghton/Mifflin reading series assessment
consists of two writing prompts related to the genre
of the theme.

The students chose which prompt they

wanted to write about.

These pieces were read by the

teacher researcher for content purposes only; they
were not edited, revised or scored.
The main source of data for this study was
writing completed by the students over the three years
of Bailey's 231 Writers’ Workshop.

A writing folder

was kept for each student which contained pieces they
wrote during daily writing.

The folders contained

first drafts, edited and revised work as well as
finished products that were typed into the computer
for publishing in the newspaper and magazine.

During

the 1996-1997 and 1997-1998 school years the teacher
/researcher collected and read 19 reports on states,
19 reports on dinosaurs,

19 chain writing flip books,

19 string poems, and 19 praise poems.

During the

1998-1999 school year the teacher/researcher collected
48 recounts (retelling of an event),
reports,

16 dinosaur

14 initial poems and 16 string poems.

Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop provided students
with many opportunities to write.

The children

practiced writing forms in the classroom as they were
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presented by the teacher.

Bailey's 231 News and

Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine gave them an audience
and purpose for completing their writing pieces.
Publishing their work on a continuous basis helped to
increase their desire to write and their writing
skills significantly.
Springfield Writing Assessments

City-wide assessments of writing were given to
students in grades 3 and 5 in Springfield in the
Spring of 1997.

This assessment was a project

intended to mirror exemplary instructional practice in
writing.

Students in grades 3 and 5 were given

expository topics and were asked to express an opinion
or to state an idea, then to develop their writing
using data derived from their personal experiences and
through reference to a text from the Springfield
School Volunteers' Read Aloud program.

My Name is

Maria Isabel was used as the text for grade three and
The King's Equal was the text for the fifth grade.
The text was read aloud prior to their being given the
essay prompt.
The essays were evaluated holistically using a
four-point scale, level four being the highest score
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given and level one being the lowest (see Appendix B).
At least two readers evaluated each essay.

The scores

given each paper differed by no more than one point in
order to maintain an acceptable correlation between
scores.

A third reader was used to adjudicate more

radical discrepancies.
The resulting combined score was then divided by
the number of readers (2); the score for each paper
ranged from a high of four (4) to a low of one (1).
The results (see Table 3.1) of the assessment showed
that students at grade three performed better than
their counterparts did on a similar topic in 19951996.
Students in grade five had greater difficulty
with the writing prompt in the 1997 assessment. It was
noted in the results that the past year's assessment
topic in grade five was quite different from the topic
given them in 1995-1996.

The 1996-1997 assessment

focused on students' responses to a specific text
which was read aloud to them.

On the new topic,

students were expected to take a position and explain
it by referring directly to both their own experience
and the details in the text.

The requirement that

students refer to a text was a new one included to
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introduce teachers and students to the format of the
Massachusetts curriculum assessments scheduled for
spring of 1998.
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Table 3.1 City-Wide Results of Writing Assessment

Grade 3

1995-1996

1996- 1997

High
Mid
Low
Minimum

Level
Level
Level
Level

7%
20%
51%
22%

4
3
2
1

9%
40%
27%
24%

Grade 5

High
Mid
Low
Minimum

1995-1996

1996- 1997

Level
Level
Level
Level

13%
34%
42%
9%

4
3
2
1

7%
26%
48%
19%

Johnson School
Grade 3

1995- 1996

1996- 1997

High
Mid
Low
Minimum

Level
Level
Level
Level

4
3
2
1

5%
16%
63%
16%

0%
28%
56%
16%

Level
Level
Level
Level

4
3
2
1

0%
62%
15%
23%

0%
10%
75%
15%

Grade 5
High
Hid
Low
Min

From Elementary School Writing Assessment Report:
Spring 1997
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In Spring of 1998 students in grades 3 and 5 were
given a different writing assessment.

Grade five

students read the Hundred Penny Box silently to
themselves.
students.

The selection was not read aloud to the
After the students read the selection they

answered two multiple choice questions pertaining to
the main characters in the story and three questions
requiring short answers.
The assessments were read by the reading
coordinator and the fifth grade team which consisted
of two general education teachers, one bilingual
teacher, and one inclusion teacher and were scored
using the 4 point rubric (see Appendix B).

The

writing assessments were sent to the School
Department's Reading /Writing coordinators to be
scored.
In the Fall 1998 students in grades K-5 were
given an assessment which required them to read a
short story followed by a writing prompt.

Students in

grade 4 read an article called Rattlesnakes.

Their

prompt question was: "If you were traveling where
rattlesnakes live, what would you need to know about
them?"
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These assessments were read by the teachers and
scored using a four point rubric (see Appendix B).
The teachers then selected one response paper on each
level from each grade which was also scored by the
School Department's Reading/Writing coordinators.
In January 1999 the students were assessed by
completing a recount (the retelling of a story or
event).

A writing prompt was given to the students in

which they had to describe a special day in school and
explain why it was memorable for them.

These

assessments were read by the teacher/researcher and
were also scored using the four point rubric (see
Appendix B).
Student

Interviews

In Spring of the 1998 school year videotaped
interviews were conducted with six fifth grade
students.

The purpose of the interviews were to get

an idea of how students felt about the development of
the newspaper and classroom writing as they became
acquainted with the Writers’ Workshop.

Each student

was asked seven questions (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2:

Writing in the Classroom

Interviews with Room 231

Students Grade 5

• Do you like to write? Why or Why not?
• What is your favorite form of writing: bio
graphies, reports short stories,chain writ
ing, others? Why is it your favorite?
• How do you feel about the writing projects
we did this year?
• Are you an illustrator?
If so tell me a
little about your illustrations?
•What are your thoughts about Bailey's 231
News? What part did you take in its produc¬
tion?

Parent Questionnaire

A questionnaire was sent home to parents of
students participating in the 1998-1999 school year of
the writing project.

The questionnaire (see Appendix

B) is part of the First Steps parent involvement
program.

Parents responses included a variety

activities to encourage their child/children to read
and write at home.

Some of their helping measures

included:
• encouraging their children to listen carefully;
to ask questions when they don't understand
• reading together at night before bedtime
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• trips to the library to get suitable reading
material
• writing poetry and drawing at home
• keeping adequate supplies of paper and other
writing utensils available
First Steps Writing Program

The Springfield Public System adopted the First
Steps writing program, created and written by teachers
of the Western Australia School System.

Teachers in

the Springfield School System have been given training
in how to implement this program into their everyday
writing and reading lessons.

A writing continuum,

(see Figure 1.1) is kept on each child and is passed
on from one school year to the next.

The charts

progress through four stages of writing. Early
writing. Experimental writing. Conventional writing
and Proficient Writing.

On the continuum teachers

highlight the progress of students' writing as they
proceed from one stage to the next.

Each grade level

uses a different color highlighter to note the
progress of each student.

The continuums are then

passed on to the next year's teacher(s), who will know
what to expect of each child's writing ability.
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The program focuses on teaching students how to
write in several literature genres, poetry, language
usage and expression.

A major part of this program is

training teachers received to connect First Steps
Writing to the Houghton Mifflin Reading program
currently used in Springfield.

The reading program

contains writing lessons connected to the genre of the
theme.

These lessons are meant to teach the children

how to write a similar story.

The First Steps program

supplants or reinforces lessons learned in the
Houghton/Mufflin program by providing teachers with
more innovative and creative writing activities.

The

more examples that students have to help make the
connection between what they have read and what they
can

write the easier the task for the student.
I serve as a First Steps focus teacher for

Rebecca Johnson School.

As a focus teacher I attend a

monthly professional development meeting on First
Steps.

In these meetings, teachers from other schools

and I share and discuss activities we have tried in
our classrooms.

We also discuss problems and

questions raised by teachers in our schools and then
report back to our colleagues information to help
solve these issues, and activities that other teachers
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in the system have found successful.

We are all

responsible for making sure our schools' First Steps
Action Plan for implementation of writing forms are
visited each month, and progress charted.

To

gradually introduce writing formats in our classrooms,
we met and decided as a faculty.

We began our program

with String Poems, then added. Chain Writing and
Expository, Recounts, Persuasive and Procedural
writing.
Also as the Focus teacher for Johnson School I
must encourage our teachers through demonstration, to
try the activities recommended in First Steps.

I do

this through sharing with my colleagues writing
projects from my classroom,

inviting other teachers to

share and sharing those I heard about in the First
Steps meeting.
Presentation of the Findings

The conditions and changes described in this
study are presented in chronological order, beginning
with a brief history of my teaching career, changes I
sought to make in my teaching setting, and instruc¬
tional strategies for the teaching of reading and
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writing in my classroom from 1985-1995, before the
beginning of the Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop.
The events which lead to the creation of Bailey's
231 Writers' Workshop are presented as they occurred
during the 1995-1999 school years.

Starting with the

Writing Parties as part of the "City that Reads"
program in Johnson School to the introduction and
implementation of a comprehensive writing program
"First Steps" in 1996.
The Writing Parties in the Spring of 1997 gave me
the initial idea of the Writers' Workshop in the
classroom as a way to continue the enthusiasm for
writing which was ignited the night of the parties.
As the students and I learned more about writing and
publishing, new writing forms were added to the
workshop each year.
The introduction of First Steps in Johnson School
into the writing curriculum began with the writing of
String Poetry.

Each year the students and I tried new

poetry writing such as diamantes, praise poems,
initial poems and hyperboles.

Poetry writing, chain

writing, reports, short stories, and research articles
lead to the need for a place to showcase our work;
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Bailey's 231 News in 1998 and Bailey's 231 Literary
Magazine in 1998 (see Appendix A).
The need to implement a new writing program into
our existing reading program came together as one in
our classroom as I worked with the students to help
them make connections in reading and writing and as I
allowed them to venture, and explore new writing
ideas.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

This chapter reports of the design, development,
redesign and reimplementation of Bailey's 231 Writers’
Workshop.

It documents how a Writers’ Workshop model

has evolved in an urban elementary school setting with
a diverse group of fourth and fifth grade students.
It also describes the process of change in strategies
for teaching writing to children in the upper
elementary grades.

The changes in the classroom

setting, teaching strategies and student learning
documented in the study occurred in a single classroom
between 1996-1999 with 36 children.

The chapter is

separated into six types of writing activities done
with students in grades four and five during Bailey's
231 Writers' Workshop Project: Writing Parties and
Writing Bags; Bailey's 231 Newspaper and Bailey's 231
Literary Magazine; Poetry Writing; Cross-Curriculum
Writing in the Classroom; Recounts, and Technology in
Support of the Writers' Workshop.
My goals in creating Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop at Rebecca M. Johnson School were: to
encourage students of all ages and cultures to engage
in writing that is meaningful to them as individuals;
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to make writing a part of family life;

introduce

students to authors of many cultures (European,
African-American, Latino and Asian); to engage
students in meaningful writing about their own lives,
school and community; to activate and highlight
student creativity through both writing and
illustrating; to help students make the connection
between writing and reading; and, above all, to spark
creativity in each student and keep him/her interested
in reading and writing.
Writing Parties and Writing Bags

In May 1997,

students, parents and siblings at

the Rebecca M. Johnson School in Springfield, Mass¬
achusetts in grades three,

four and five participated

in a Writing Party held in the school's cafeteria.
Sharon Edwards & Robert Maloy in Kids Have all the
Write Stuff; Inspiring Young Children to Put Pencil to
Paper (1992) state that kids love to write and they
love to own their own materials.

This belief led them

to develop the idea of Writing Boxes for each student
in the class.

Upon reading about this project and

attending a workshop presented by Edwards and Maloy,
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I sought a way to involve our students in a similar
project.
The project needed to involve students, teachers
and parents.

Before the Writing Parties we sought

participation by saturating our classrooms and homes
with continued circulation of flyers and colorful
reminders of the upcoming event.

Two parents put

together samples of the Writing Bags and visited all
third, fourth, and fifth grade classrooms to
demonstrate what was going to happen and to show them
what they were to receive at the end of the party.

As

a result, approximately three hundred fifty Johnson
School students and their families participated in two
parties.
The Writing Party was a family activity which
brought out younger brothers and sisters, even
toddlers.

A presentation on various kinds of writing,

poetry and literature such as narrative and expository
was given by Edwards and Maloy.
tation, teachers,

After the presen¬

students, parents and siblings

engaged in poetry and other writing activities.
Children and adults saw how writing begins at a very
early age, as our toddlers joined in scribbling fun
with their parents.

Students shared some of their
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published work with the audience.

For many of them it

was their first time sharing a piece of work they had
actually written themselves.
The Writing Party culminated with each student
receiving a "Writing Bag."

Each bag was printed with

Rebecca M. Johnson School jaguar, our school mascot,
and the names of business partners, McDonald's and the
United States Post Office.

The bags contained

pencils, crayons, rulers, colored paper, easers, and
other writing materials purchased with the help of
Parent-Teacher-Organization and our business partners.
The students were instructed to take the bags
home to write and illustrate on their own.

The job of

parents was to become a part of their child
/children's writing projects by encouraging them to
write more at home.

Many students returned the next

day, and for several weeks after with a variety of
poetry and writings they done at home.

Teachers

reported being bombarded with numerous kinds of
writing samples from the students.

Students in my

classroom brought in acrostic poetry, two-voice
poetry, short fiction stories and many illustrations.
Some of the submitted poetry and short stories were
made into a booklet of published work created by
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students at Rebecca M.

Johnson School.

The writing

parties and writing bags were the catalyst for the
development of Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop in my
classroom.
Bailey's 231 Newspaper and Bailey's 231 Literary
Magazine
Children love to see their work published.

This

was quite evident when so many wanted to share their
finished piece at the writing parties and the amount
of work that came in the next day was tremendous.
In January 1998 we began publication of Bailey's
231 News

(named by the children of room 231 at Johnson

School),

a monthly newspaper created to showcase the

children's work so that parents,

families,

friends and

students in other grades could share what we were
learning about writing (see Appendix A).
The newspaper project was developed as a funinspiring way of getting students motivated to write
in the classroom and at home.

The paper featured

original articles and poetry written by the children
using genres and forms being exposed in the classroom.
Each month we began by brainstorming ideas for
the paper.
birthdays,

First, we identified special holidays,
and events occurring in the month.
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A list

of possible sections and features was generated by the
children.

A student recorded the ideas on paper which

were usually many.

The children took a majority-rule

vote as to which topics would be part of the
newspaper.

The suggestions were usually seasonal.

For example, our first newspaper in January 1998,
featured an article on Martin Luther King Jr., as we
were celebrating his birthday (see Figure 4.1).

We

also featured poetry written by one or two students in
the class,

interviews conducted by the children with

important people in our building, a sports section,
current events, and school happenings and concerns.
The students volunteered to work on topics of
their own personal interest and worked in small groups
of four or five.

Everyone had a job to help research,

write first drafts, edit, revise or type the final
copy into the computer.

At first, students usually

chose areas to work in where they felt comfortable,
but as the project evolved, I assigned roles on a
rotational basis so that everyone experienced all
aspects of the writing and publishing process.

We had

artists, short story writers, and poetry writers in
the class which made it easy for everyone to start at
a place where they were comfortable.
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The newspaper was put together using Claris
Works and the Page Maker software programs in our
technology room.

Learning how to operate computer

software was a positive aspect of creating the
newspaper.

Durham Caldwell, a community volunteer,

former television news director and newspaper
columnist,

showed the students how to set type and lay

out the paper.

They copied, counted, and circulated

their paper to teachers and students in grades three
through eight in our school.
part of our community as well.

Our newspaper became
One of our local

churches featured an article from our first newspaper
called "Moms and Dads" in their Youth Day Celebration
bulletin.

The children produced six newspapers by the

end of the school year in June 1998.
Bailey's 231 News was the "showcase" for the
writing done by the students in the classroom.

From

January to June 1998 writing for the newspaper was
what our Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop was all about.
Most everything the students focused their writing on
was for the purpose of having it published in the
newspaper.
The monthly newspaper gave the children authentic
motivation for writing.

Their awareness of multiple
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audiences, grades 3-8 in the school, and their
parents, families and friends influenced their topic
choices.

Knowing that they were writing not only for

themselves, but for this intended audience increased
their desire to create a newspaper they could be proud
of and that all of their readers would enjoy.
That they were proud of the newspaper was evident
when Mark came in one morning upset because one of our
articles had been reprinted in a local church's Sunday
Bulletin without attribution.
vividly,
us!

I remember his words

"They used our article and they didn't ask

They didn't even put our names down as the

authors!"

I made a phone call on behalf of my

students to the church that had republished the
article to explain that it was written by two students
in my class and that the children were upset about not
being acknowledged as the authors.

The church

officials agreed and reprinted the poem in the next
Sunday's bulletin with the names of the student
authors.

Mark came in the following day with a copy

of the bulletin containing the acknowledgment and the
kids felt excited because they had been recognized as
authors.
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Interviewing and Research Skills

Bailey's 231 Writers’ Workshop project helped the
children develop interviewing and reporting skills.
I previously taught the children how to use the
library and the card catalog.

They were familiar with

the difference between fiction and nonfiction writing.
The idea to interview the principals and some of the
teachers came about during one of our newspaper
planning sessions.

This idea provided an opportunity

to integrate their knowledge of various genres of
literature and writing with the development of the
newspaper.

The elements of nonfiction writing and

characteristics of a journalist were discussed in the
classroom.

We discussed how the information must be

factual and stated the way our interviewees gave it to
us.

The children composed the questions that were

asked of each person interviewed for the newspaper.
They practiced asking and answering the questions with
each other before the actual interviews took place.
The children also made appointments with principals
and teachers to be interviewed.

Before the articles

were published the children verified their information
by confirming their facts with the interviewees.
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Corrections were made by the students if needed then
published in the newspaper (see Appendix A).
The artists in our classroom became our news
illustrators for the newspaper.

They took photographs

of the interviewees and drew sketches which were
scanned into the computer and copied for each of the
newspapers.
Another feature of the newspaper was the
highlighting of important and famous people in United
States history (see Figure 4.1).

One traditional

research method requires students to record
information found in reference books on 3x4 cards and
then compile the information in a report.

Using the

First Steps program for research and report writing,
the students gathered information using a random fact
sheet and a planning sheet.

From this material the

students wrote their articles for the newspaper in
their own words.
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Figure 4.1:

A portion of Zachary, Geneva, Micha and
Andrd's Dr. Martin Luther L. King Jr.
Article.

We celebrate the birthday of Dr.

King

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was born on
January 15, 1929, in Atlanta, Georgia.
He went
to Morehouse College. He earned a PH.D at Boston
University; he also married Coretta Scott there
in June of 1953.
In 1965 in Montgomery, Alabama, he led the
boycott of the city buses because the front
seats were only for White people.
Black people
could only sit in the back seats.
After one
year the rule was changed.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1964.

Sports Writing

In general the students most reluctant to write
were the boys, but the sports section of the newspaper
inspired them to write about something of interest to
them (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3).

In order to

write an article for the sports section kids had to be
participants in groups writing other sections of the
newspaper.
Using the Springfield Union News and the Sunday
Republican newspapers, the children collected facts,
scores and highlights about games and players from the
Sports sections.

no

Those working on the sports section wrote
articles about football, basketball and sports stars
and there was no shortage of boys to work on this
section.

Figure 4.2s

Ivan,

Shawn and Mark's Super Bowl Article.

Super Bowl

In Super Bowl XXXII the Denver Broncos beat
the Green Bay Packers.
We knew the Broncos were
going to win because they were the best team and
John Elway wanted to retire with a Super Bowl
ring.
Terrell Davis ran for three touchdowns.
This was the most touchdowns scored in Super
Bowl history.
The final score was Denver 31 and Green Bay 24.

Figure 4.3:

Samantha and Geneva's Basketball Article.
St.

Louis beats UMass

The University of Massachusetts' basketball
team made it to the NCAA basketball tournament.
They played St. Louis in the first round.
St.
Louis was ranked number 12 and UMass was ranked
number 7.
On Friday March 13, 1998, UMass lost the
game.
The score was St. Louis 56 and UMass 41.
The University of Massachusetts' basketball
season is now over.
School

Happenings and Concerns

Persuasive writing was added to the Johnson
School Action Plan for implementing the First Steps
ill

writing program in fall 1998.

This form of writing is

called Expository in the First Steps genre.

Many of

the teachers felt it was important enough to include
in the school's writing program.

This writing form

was introduced to the class by the teacher/researcher
as an opposition I had about eating spinach.

I told

the children that I did not like spinach and I asked
them to write a paragraph telling me all the reasons I
should eat spinach.

The children shared they reasons

orally as I listened on the blackboard.

They share

ideas that it was good for me and I should always eat
my vegetables.

After our sharing session I told the

children this genre of writing was called persuasive
writing.
The School Happenings and Concerns section of the
newspaper came about one day when Kari asked me,
can't we have the same lunches teachers' have?
can't we have soup?
chips?"

"Why
Why

How come we never have potato

I said to her those are good questions.

Why

not write an opinion column for the next issue of the
newspaper that would convince the kitchen personnel to
serve the children some of the same dishes that are
served to teachers (see Figure 4.4)?

This was an

opportunity for the children, Kari in particular to
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put her persuasiveness writing into practice.

Also it

was an opportunity for the children to showcase
another genre of writing learned in the classroom as
part of the Writers' Workshop.
From that point the students wanted to write
about other events happening in their school for the
newspaper.

In February,

1998 the fourth and fifth

grade classrooms were presenting a Black History
program to celebrate Black History month in the
school.

The children wrote an article for the paper

which highlighted the main features of the program
which were poetry recited, speeches and dances that
were performed by the children (see Figure 4.5).

The

students received a thank you note from the principal
in which she expressed her gratitude to the students
concerning the presentation of the Black History
program.

They were so proud of the note, they

mentioned it in the Black History article.
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Figure 4.4s

Kari, Domonique, Hayley and Jamilette's
School Lunch News Article
WHY NOT BETTER SCHOOL LUNCHES?

Why can't Springfield Schools have soup,
chips and square pizza?
Why can't Springfield
Schools' children have teachers' lunches?
We feel as students that we should get the
same food as teachers do.
Some things we want
are big salads and to be able to pick out the
dressings, square pizza and chips, chicken soup
and sandwiches.
We should be able to have a
choice like high school students have.
The results would be that everyone would eat
and no one would complain about the food.
Also,
we wouldn't waste food.

Figure 4.5:

Ivan, Andre and Mark's Black History News
Article.
Students present Black history play

The fifth graders in Mrs. Bailey's and Miss
Bailey's classes performed a Black history play
on March 5.
Two performances were held.
Before the performances, we learned speeches
about Black historians and other famous AfricanAmericans such as George Washington Carver who
discovered different things we can do with
peanuts and sweet potatoes•
Some of our class members along with Mrs.
G.Lewis's kindergarten and grade three students
from Mrs. Brown's class learned and performed
songs about freedom and achievement like "Black
Children Were Born" and "I Woke Up This Morning
With My Mind Stayed on Freedom."
The people who watched the play enjoyed us
very much.
They clapped and gave us
compliments.
Mrs. Jaynes-Lewis, our principal,
sent us personal thank you notes to show her
appreciation of our hard work.
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Cheating a Literary Magazine

Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine was created by my
fourth grade class during the 1998-1999 school year
(see Appendix A for Winter 1998).

This class had

received copies of the Bailey's 231 Newspaper when
they were in third grade.

When I told them that was a

fifth grade project and we would not being doing it
until next year, they expressed great disappointment.
With all the long faces and expectations too, I
decided that it was a good idea to start them this
year instead of waiting.

Their willingness made it

easy to get them ready to write.
I decided to change the name to Bailey's 231
Literary Magazine and concentrate the student's
writing projects in other areas different from last
year's newspaper.

Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine

features: poetry,

short stories, and book reviews

which were genres of writing taught in the classroom.
The idea to feature crossword puzzles, word searches,
trivia questions and recipes came from the students as
they brainstormed ideas for the magazine.

Using

computer software programs such as ClarisWorks for
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Kids the children create puzzles and word searches for
pulishing in the magazine (see Appendix A).
The process used to develop the magazine was
similar to the one we used to develop Bailey's 231
News.

Each month the students decided what to feature

in the magazine.

They took a majority-rule vote on

the ideas generated from the entire class.
students chose their area in which to work.

The
Small

cooperative groups worked together, each person having
a specific job to complete.
The children in this project taught me not to
limit them because of their ages or grade level.
These children proved that all children can be capable
writers.

They need opportunity to write and teachers

who believe they are capable.
Poetry Writing

The First Steps writing program (Education
Department of Western Australia,

1995a;

1995b)

advocates that children need to be encouraged to
extend their vocabulary and use words that convey more
precise meaning to the reader.

Teachers should

provide interesting and varied activities to make
children aware of alternative words which may be used
to clarify meaning.

Poetry writing was a means to
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help my children learn to choose words and experiment
with them until they formed a poetry piece of their
very own.
When the First Steps writing program began at
Johnson School in 1996, one of the first forms of
writing the teachers agreed to in our action plan to
implement the program were String Poems.

The

introduction of this form of poetry and the acrostic
poems sparked a new life for the writing of poetry.
Throughout the school year poetry writing
occurred almost everyday in the classroom.

These

relatively easy forms of writing gave some children
confidence to experiment with words to create poetry
for many occasions including "just for fun."

The

children wrote poems and brought them to me to share,
and they often shared with each other.

Also, poetry

became a staple in the Writers' Workshop.

Each month

and season presented special holidays or events that
were opportunities to create a poem.

Every newspaper

and magazine featured poetry written by the students.
Poetry writing was never a favorite form of
writing for me.

I must admit before First Steps and

Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop I did not put a lot of
energy into learning poetry or encouraging my students
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to write poetry.

At the end of our anthology of

stories there is usually poetry.

We would read it

together, talk about it, or if it did not make sense
I'd skip it all together.
its dry,

My thoughts of poetry were:

sentimental type stuff which frankly to me

had no place in my frame of reference.
Sharon Edwards and Robert Maloy included poetry
in a workshop on writing which I attended for three
days.

Perhaps one of the most dramatic changes in my

thinking about the teaching of writing was my change
about poetry and how to incorporate it.

They

introduced to me forms of writing poetry that I never
knew existed.

All I wanted to do was get back to

school the next day and try them with the children.
Creating poetry of many types became a critical
part of our writing program.
poetry,

Students wrote acrostic

string poems, praise poems,

forms of haiku,

and initial poetry.
String Poems

The debate as to whether grammar taught
separately or in the context of reading and writing
continues in education reform today.

However I

believe the best instructional strategy for the
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children in my classroom was to present the
terminology and rules for grammar then constantly
encourage children to transfer these skills to their
reading and writing.

The key to using good grammar as

I saw it was reminding the children of what they knew
about the parts of speech and sentence structure and
providing opportunities to develop those skills.
String Poems are a "First Steps" activity that was
very popular among the students (see Figure 4.6).
They help children to use and refine new vocabulary
and children of all capabilities can create them.
Children choose a topic,

for example dolphins.

Write

this word in the center of at least 12 5" x 7" index
cards in preparation for adding adjectives
(descriptive words) that are generated in
conversations about dolphins.

Three of the dolphin

cards are placed at the top of a display board.
While being reminded that adjectives are words
which describe nouns the children generate descriptive
words in a whole class conversation reinforcing their
understanding of adjectives.

The teacher scribes

these in book spelling on 5" x 7" index cards for the
display in the chart.

This is kept up till the

children have a sufficient number of lines of
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adjectives describing dolphins.

The word dolphins is

then added three more times to create the last line.
The example below was created by my fourth grade
students.

Figure 4.6:

Group String Poem by 4th Grade Class
Dolphins

Dolphins

dolphins

dolphins

wet

cute

playful

dolphins

swimming

gray

friendly

dolphins

jumping

diving

leaping

dolphins

yapping

flipping

fat

dolphins

slippery

floating

fishing

dolphins

dolphins

dolphins

dolphins

Acrostic Poetry

Acrostic poetry is a poem where the letters of
one or more words are written vertically down the side
of the page.

Each letter is used as part of a line of

a poem that is written horizontally across the page.
The children wrote acrostic poems using the letters of
their names, for special holidays such as Mother's Day
and Father's Day (see Figure 4.7).

I believe they

gravitated to this form of poetry because of its ease
of composition.

They could create a poem using many
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different words or situations.

After writing many of

these, Domonique became an ex- pert at acrostic poems
and she composed the following acrostic for
Valentine's Day.
Figure 4.7:

Domonique's Acrostic Poem

Valentine's Day is really fun.
All day
Long
Everyone is happy
No one is sad.
The air is full of love.
In people's hearts they love you.
Even if they have not told you.
So make sure you're happy and nice too.
Don't forget to love someone.
All day long.
If
You love someone, someone will love youl!

Domonique was a young writer going beyond one
word per line, using different forms of punctuation,
and even carrying over one sentence from one line to
another.
Praise Poems

A Praise Poem is a poem in which the writer
engages in describing his/herself in a positive, self
encouraging manner.

As part of a Social Studies unit

on Native American Indians, I read to my students a
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praise poem called,

"My Hair is Long" written by a

Native American student, Loyen Redhawk Gali, age 11
who lives in Oakland, CA (Rethinking Our Schools,
1995).

To engage the students in writing their own

praise poems, we examined Loyen's praise poem
carefully.

We listed all the personal features she

described,

and what she compared those features with

in her poem.

We talked about "similes" and

comparisons and how,
might look like

for example, a person's ears

"pears cut in half ready to eat."

The students then were instructed to make a list
of all personal features and make comparisons of their
own choice based upon how they felt.

The students

created sentences describing physical features such as
faces, ears, hearts.

They gave some thought to how

they felt, to the things they like to do, and to their
life experience in these poems.

The results were

beautiful praise poems, as in the following two
examples by Tiffanie (see Figure 4.8) and Samantha
(see Figure 4.9).

The students mounted the final

copies on colored construction paper.
bulletin board called,

"I AM SOMEBODY."

We created a
Each month

one of the praise poems was featured in our newspaper,
Bailey's 231 News.

Two of the praise poems were
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submitted for consideration in a North Carolina poetry
writing contest and were printed in a poetry
anthology.
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Figure 4.8 Tiffanie's Praise Poem
My Image

My face is round as an apple
ready to be picked.
My hair is as bright as the sun
warming me up on a cold, windy day.
My ears are like a telephone
letting every sound pass through.
My eyes are as small as a bee
while it perches on a flower.
My hands are as smooth as cat’s fur
shimmering in the light.
My stomach is as big as a cow's stomach
while it grazes in the field.
My skin is as light as a manila folder
holding all your secrets.
My heart is like a woodpecker
drumming on a tree.
My voice is like a tuba in a concert
it is very deep and is always making noise.
My legs are like a gazelle's legs
they are fast and swift.
My smile is as big as an ocean
and it is very full.
My feet are like a machine
they keep going and being strong.
My nose is like a cherry
very small and round.
My cheeks are like a peach they are round
and peachy.
And my laugh is like fire crackers exploding
all at once.
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Figure 4.9:

Samantha's Praise Poem
Me

My eyes are like mud
on a rainy day.
My skin is as brown as chocolate frosting
on a fresh baked cake.
My hair is as shiny as a sparkling river
that is shining on a summery day.
My voice is soft as a mouse
quietly sleeping.
My hands are as soft as a
rabbit's foot hopping in the forest.
My face is smooth as still water on
a summery day.
My cheeks are as chubby as a
chipmunk's mouth full of nuts.
And I cheer as loud as
my voice lets me.

Through our discussions about their praise poems,
I believe the students discovered things about
themselves never noticed before the project.

I

believe they gained a special appreciation of
themselves and each other which is important in a
multicultural classroom.

These activities contributed

to their self-esteem and self-confidence, something
very important in the development of every child.
Initial Poetry

Initial poetry is an activity where children use
their own initials to create a poem.
from

Using an idea

Intermediate Poetry Plus (Fisk,1996 p. 28),
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I

began this activity with the children by developing an
initial poem using my initials C.P.B.
4.10).

It was Christmas time.

(see Figure

I told the children I

wanted their help to create a Christmas poem.

Figure 4.10:

Initial poem by 4th grade class:

C.P.B.

Christmas caroling.
Pretty bright lights creating
Bright and wonderful nights.
Carrying gifts.
Putting presents under the tree.
Barging down the stairs. Oh what a site to see!
Creamy, golden
Pumpkin pies.
Baking in the kitchen my-o-my!

The children made their own initial poems.
generated three lists of picturesque phrases
for each initial of their name).

They

(one list

To help them

understand the meaning of picturesque I asked them to
imagine or visualize beautiful places like the beach
in Florida;
moments.

a breezy fall day;

special holiday

I asked them to describe their

visualizations and their feelings on paper.
children also used poetry books,
resources for writing ideas.
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The

and storybooks as

(see Figure 4.11).

The children created different stanzas by
experimenting with combinations of phrases from their
three lists till they were satisfied with poems
created by their arrangements.
Figure 4.11:

Justin's Initial Poem
J.J.P.

Joyous people making
Joyful sounds to all.
People partying all night long.
Joy is spreading everywhere.
Jingle bells sounding in the air.
Parting good cheer to all who hear!
January's greetings.
Jubilee is here.
Partying all night long until the new year is
here!
As an eye-catching publishing strategy, we used a
small grid pattern with twenty boxes.

The children

placed one initial of their name in each box and
decorated each box.

The pattern was then cut out and

pasted on the front of colored construction paper.
Inside this cover students wrote their poem in their
best handwriting.

As another part of publishing the

students listened to each other's poems and made
comments on the lines they particularly liked or
suggestions they could make.
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Diamante Poems

The first year my students began working in
Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop, enthusiasm about
writing was increasing.

I wrote different genres and

forms myself to present to the students.
them to see me as a writer.

I

wanted

There was still one area

of poetry I shied away from. Haiku poems.

Although my

students were fifth graders I just did not think I
could inspire them to write haiku, because it was not
my favorite.

Then I found a form of haiku called

diamante (Intermediate Poetry Plus 1996 p.

22), so

called because it is shaped like a diamond built from
parts of speech instead of counting syllables (see
Figure 4.12).
Students began with a noun,

followed by two

adjectives that described the noun, and three
participles followed by two nouns/two nouns then three
participles, two adjectives and one noun.
examples below as models for the students.
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I created

Figure

4*12:

Cellastine's

Diamante

Poems

Star
gold, silver
shining glowing shimmering
luminary, light, candle, point,
bright, radiant
treetop
Snowflake
white, soft
falling, gathering, freezing
water, storm, ice, crystal,
cold, delicate
snowballs

By the time I presented diamantes to the children
the parts of speech had been presented to them.

As a

reinforcement of these grammatical skills I reviewed
with the children each part of speech and we generated
examples in an open class discussion.

I introduced

diamantes to the children by telling them I was going
to read to them a new genre of poetry which uses the
parts of speech which we learned in class.
The children explored the diamante features using
a variety of parts of speech to match their noun.
Finding the exact descriptive word seemed to allude
them,

so I asked them individually to read their

original drafts to me aloud.

Then I would question

their choices of descriptive words,

for example,

does the color black describe stars?"

"How

My questioning

elicited their oral descriptions, increasing their
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choices which kept them thinking, considering and
rewriting.

The children were becoming very confident

in the writing of poetry and it proved itself in their
finished products.

They created holiday haiku poems

with illustrations which were then mounted on colored
construction paper to create beautiful holiday cards
to take home.
Getting students to write in complete sentences
is not easy to accomplish.

Some children are

overwhelmed with writing paragraphs, reports, and
stories.

The poetry writing allowed the students to

succeed at writing.

Poetry writing had fewer

constraints for students.

They did not have to

concern themselves with sentence structure.

Instead

they were free to experiment with words-searching for
the right ones to make something have rhythm and
rhyme, tell a story, a riddle or a joke to create
laughter among themselves.

Exposing them to a variety

of forms gave them opportunities to be creative,
adaptive in styles and freedom to be flexible.
I believe,

if my students had had their way every

newspaper would have been filled with nothing except
their poetry.
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They grew so confident in this genre.

Each month it

was difficult to choose two or three poems to go into
the paper, they were all great.
Cross-curriculum Writing in the Classroom

Cross-curriculum writing is very important in
helping students make reading and writing connections.
Children need to see the connection between reading
literature and writing, but they also need to see a
connection between other disciplines and writing.

It

is possible to arrange instruction by connecting
subjects in other disciplines together.

For example,

a reading theme on Space can be connected to the Space
unit in Science.
In keeping with the traditional three "R's"
reading, writing and arithmetic, I connected all three
by explaining to my students that Mathematics is a
language, it must be read, and understood before we
can solve it to get the answer.
Mathematics Comic Strips

Equity and empowerment are important issues in
education.

Mathematics is a discipline that serves as

an important tool in making sure all students achieve
in both of these areas.

However as a tool of equity

and empowerment mathematics can also serve to exclude
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students.

It is important students have access and

opportunity to develop concepts in all areas of this
discipline.
Throughout the school year we engaged in learning
strategies for solving word problems.

Some of the

strategies included: Choose an Operation; Guess and
Check; Make an Organized List; Make a Table; and
Create a Venn Diagram.

Seven basic steps are

stressed; read the problem, understand the question,
identify information/data, choose a strategy or
operation, estimate,

solve, and examine the solution.

To make mathematics a part of life-long learning
the students created their own mathematics word
problems relating them to something in their own
personal lives (see Figure 4.13,

4.14).

Students were

instructed to choose a problem that gave them
difficulty in the past, create a story which contained
a problem or to draw upon a real life situation they
may have encountered.

Each problem had to demonstrate

the seven steps previously learned by the children.
Upon completion of writing their problems the students
created comic strips to demonstrate their
understanding of what is needed to solve a word
problem.

Each step to solve the problem was
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illustrated with pictures depicting the life
situation,

steps to solve, and a resolution.

The

activity was further extended by giving the students
opportunity to share their problems with classmates,
and have them solve the problems.
Figure 4.13 Geneva's Math Comic Strip
Geneva, Erika,
Tiffanie and
Domomnique had
$100.00 each
to buy shirts
and pants.

Tiffanie bought
2 white pairs of
pants.

Each shirt cost
$15.00 and each pair
of pants cost $20.00

Geneva bought 3
orange shirts,
Erika bought 2
blue pants and 4
shirts.

How much money
does each girl
have left?

Domonique bought
3 pants and 2
shirts.

Tiffanie
$20.00
2
X

$40.00

$100.00
40.00
—

$

60.00
left
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Figure:

4.14 Domoniques Math Comic Strip

Going crazy
at the mall.

Amanda and Nikki
They spent $50 each
had $1,000 each
on a jacket and
to spent at the mall. $150 on shoes.

They also spent $50.00
each at Claire's and
$100.00 at Rave.

How much money
did they have
left.?

Let's do that 1
I can add what
they each spent
and multiply it
by 2 then subtract
the sum from $2000

$100.00
50.00
50.00
400.00
50.00
100.00
+
$850.00

$850
X_2
$1,700
$2000
1700
$300

left

Word problems are always a difficult task for
students, but helping them to understand that these
kinds of situations occur in everyday life helped them
to realize they are not difficult or unusual.
Understanding the question is critical to deciding how
to solve the problem.
Chain Writing

Chain Writing demonstrated how students can
relate a theme from their reading series to a major
writing project.

One such theme in our class was
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Operation Wildlife.

In this theme students read three

stories about endangered animals.

Upon completion of

the stories, the students created story books about
animals they learned were endangered.

Chain Writing

is the name given to the gradual expansion of a
sentence (First Steps Education Department of Western
Australia,

1995a;

1995b) see Figure 4.15.

The

students chose a word related to the theme (in our
case an endangered animal).

They suggested words that

described the animal and made a list of them.

Next

they made a list of words that tell what the animals
do.

These words and sentence fragments are combined

to make complete sentences about the animal.

The

students then listed where the animals did things and
combined them to make other sentences.

Other

questions were asked to elicit more responses i.e.,
when did the animal do these things? and why did the
animal do these things?

The students then typed their

sentences into the computer using a large size print,
printed them out and cut them into strips which were
grouped together to create a flip book.

Students

created covers depicting their animal, and the results
are wonderful story flip books.
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Students then were

able to manipulate the words and sentence fragments to
create variations on the story character.
Figure 4.15 Andrd Chain Writing:
Furry
Big
Black
Fat
White
Furry
Big
Black
Fat
White

Playful Seals

seals

swim
feed their young
protect their young
hunt for fish

seals

Furry seals swim.
Big seals feed their young
Black seals protect their young
Fat seals hunt for fish.
White seals lay on the beach.

Furry
Big
Black

swim in the sea.
feed their young on
the beach.
protect their young
in New England,
hunt for fish in the
ocean.
lay on the beach
in
the summer.

seals

Fat
White

Furry seals swim in the sea.
Big seals feed their young on the beach
Black seals protect their young in New England.
Fat seals hunt for fish in the ocean.
White seals lay on the beach in the summer.

Reports

Reports are probably the most widely used form of
writing in schools today.

Many teachers are
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comfortable with this form and may require students to
write several reports of varying types throughout the
school year.

Students write book reports on stories

they have read.

Teachers assign research projects in

Science and Social Studies and students write reports
on what they discovered.

First Steps puts greater

emphasis on the organization and presentation of the
information the students have found.

The strategies

give students a means of organizing their information
into meaningful context rather than facts grouped
together about a particular subject.

Using the First

Steps model students learned to systematically
organize and record factual information to classify
and describe a whole class of things (First Steps,
Education Department of Western Australia,

1995a;

1995b)).
A report usually introduces the topic with an
opening Generalization or Classification.

This

may be in the form of a definition (e.g. Snakes are
reptiles) or a reference to the particular aspect of
the topic to be elaborated in the report,

(e.g. There

are many poisonous snakes in Australia)•

This is

followed by a Description of various aspects of the
topic.

Aspects described will vary according to the
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content of the report, c»g.

if the report were dealing

with a class of animals, aspects such as physical
characteristics,
elaborated.

location and dynamics would be

However,

if the topic were computers,

components and their function might be described.
Reports often conclude with a Summarizing Comment
(First Steps, Education Department of Western
Australia,

1995a;

1995b)).

Report writing gives children opportunity to
choose from a variety topics within disciplines of the
curriculum.

Social Studies and Science subjects give

children many topics to choose from such as Native
American people and other American cultural groups,
characteristics and features of our 50 states,
volcanoes, planets of the universe,

inventors who

contributed to America's way of life, and famous
people in history both past and present.
In writing a report children make use of what
they know about writing and grammar.

They practice

their research skills, writing skills such as writing
the first draft, revising and editing; They make use
of the parts of speech especially verbs and linking
verbs in describing of characters' behaviors and
events.

Children write reports in present tense forms
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that have descriptive language that is factual and
precise rather than imaginative as in a fairy tale or
fantasy.

Reports contain language that defines,

classifies, compares and contrasts ideas.

The

vocabulary is technical, and the writing is relatively
formal without the use of first person pronouns or the
writers' personal opinions which are not generally
appropriate.
The students participating in Bailey's 231
Writers' Workshop wrote reports related to themes in
Social Studies on Native Americans, and States as well
as Reading themes including dinosaurs using the First
Steps model.

The first time I introduced report

writing to the students we developed a report together
on Tyrannosaurus Rex.

Each step was developed and

written on the board as the students wrote on paper.
After the class report each student chose a dinosaur
to research and write a report (see Figure 4.14).
Using a fact sheet and planning sheet to list and
arrange the material before trying to write the first
draft gave students a hands-on technique for preparing
to write a report instead of the mundane steps of
researching and recording of facts on 3"x 5" cards.
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Figure 4.16:Ricardo's Dinosaur Report
Tyrannosaurus Rex
Tyrannosaurus Rex was a reptile and a big
meat-eater.
His teeth were 6 inches long.
He
was 20 to 22 feet tall and he was 6 to 7 tons.
His head alone was 4 feet tall and taller than a
giraffe.
His name meant "Tyrant Lizard King!."
Tyrannosaurus's front legs were shorter than
his two back legs•
He was so scary that when he
would chase his prey he would open his jaws and
bit them.
He would only eat on land not in the
water. A lot people believed that this dinosaur
would eat meat off dead dinosaur bones.
Tyrannosaurus Rex like other dinosaurs lived
thousands of years ago.
We don't know why they
died out.

Essays and Poster Contests

During the first year of Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop the city of Springfield launched its 'City
that Reads" campaign.

Johnson School held an essay

and poetry fair for its students.

The theme of the

project was, "Why Reading is Important."

Children in

my classroom and the school wrote short essays and
poetry of different genres for the fair.

The written

pieces were made into a booklet and were sold at the
book fair which was also part of the school's project.
Students who wrote pieces for the fair were given a
special copy of the booklet.
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Community service agencies in the city of
Springfield work with students to increase their
awareness of dangerous individuals and groups, social
problems and other issues in the city.

Fifth graders,

during the second year of Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop received instruction in gang awareness and
participated in a drug prevention program called
D.A.R.E.

Officers from the Hampden County Sheriff's

Department and the Springfield Police Department
conducted these programs.
After completion of the D.A.R.E. program the
children wrote essays and created posters depicting
the important information they learned about drugs and
how to say no to drugs.

These essays and posters were

shared during a closing ceremony in which the children
received certificates and sheriff badges for their
success in completing the programs.
A poster contest was sponsored by the Springfield
Department of Water during the third year of Bailey's
231 Writers' Workshop.

Students in grade four

participated in the water department contest.

They

created large 9" x 18" displays called big mouth
puppet posters.

These posters depicted creatures of

the sea such as fish, sharks, and lobsters with three
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dimensional mouths.

The posters were folded in half

and when they were opened the mouths of the creatures
opened with speech bubbles containing messages telling
why people should conserve water.

There were nine

schools that entered the contest.

Two of my students

Keila and Benjamin received honorable mention awards
for their posters.

They attended a ceremony at the

water department where they were given certificates
and beach pails filled with toys.

The contest

sponsors told me it was difficult to choose the
winners of the contests and our posters were like
nothing they had ever seen before.
This project gave my students opportunity to
illustrate and write for a different audience (the
water department personnel) and to write about a real
life issue that was important to them as individuals.
All of them could relate to the need to conserve
water.
Personal Journals/Diaries

The words diary and journal stem etymologically
from the Latin dies, day, and are generally defined as
daily records of occurrences and transactions.

Though

the words are used interchangeably, there is still a
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substantial acknowledged difference between them.

A

journal is a record of specific, subject-oriented
series of events and is meant for an eventual public
audience.

A diary is a personal record not only of

events, but also of the Writers’
observations about them.

feelings and

A diary isn't time-bound or

subject bound, and the intended audience is usually
the writer himself or herself (Literature & Writing
Workshop Sourcebook,

1992).

My students had personal journals to write about
topics of interest, things that have happened to them,
their feelings about everyday issues and problems.
Journals were the personal property of the students
and I read them when they asked me to and at the end
of the school year for content purposes.

Journal

writing was encouraged by the teacher to help students
feel free to write about their feelings without fear
of someone seeing it or telling on them.

I did

however lay down the guidelines so that the students
express ourselves in a positive manner.

The children

have learned that words are very powerful.

They can

make us feel happy, they can make us feel hurt or sad.
Once they are said, they cannot be taken back.
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My students were encouraged to draw upon their
repertoire of vocabulary words and use them to express
themselves in a manner consistent with the their
ability to describe situations they have encountered.
Also to help them when they were at a loss for
subjects to write about large posters with suggested
writing prompts were posted in the room.

For example,

the "Feelings" poster listed prompts such ass I feel
happy when I•••,

I feel sad when I•••, I like it when

my mother..., I like it when my dad...
Most of the children wrote about things that
happened to them,

like family trips, special friends,

and celebrations.

They also wrote personal poetry in

the genres that were taught in class.

There were also

children who wrote very little in their journals
Recounts

The purpose of a recount is to tell what happened
which may involve the author's personal interpretation
of events.

There are three types of recounts:

Personal recounts; Factual recounts; and Imaginative
recounts.
Recounts begin with the Setting or Orientation
that includes background information to assist the
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reader's understanding of the recount.

Details

usually include: Who? When? Where? and Why?
Events that are important are elaborated and
arranged in sequential order which are presented in an
interesting way and may include personal comments from
the author.

Many recounts have an Evaluative

Comment or Concluding Statement that may simply be
a comment on the preceding set of events but this is
optional.

The comment usually reflects the writer's

feelings about the preceding events described.
The language features of a recount include
specific participants.

The writers share events that

happened with their families,

friends or classmates.

They are usually written in past tense form as writers
are recalling and retelling events that hold special
memories for them.

In writing the recount children

use action verbs to describe the movement of the
characters in their stories.

The use of linking words

to do with tense such as yesterday, when, after,
before, and during provide the cohesive ties in the
text.

Recounts help writers to make use of first

person personal pronouns such as I/we.

In other

words, they provide an opportunity for children to
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share their personal responses and feelings about
events important to them.
The framework of the recount consist of:
• Setting
-Who?
-Where?
-When?
-Why?
• Events in Time Order (i.e. First to Last)

3.,.•.etc•
• Concluding Statement/Ending

I presented recounts to my students by modeling a
recount of my own Thanksgiving 1997.

I told the

students the story from memory because I wanted them
to understand that a recount is the retelling of an
event that happened in the past.

I was careful to use

the terminology in telling the story so that the
students would hear the "Who was there," the "When the
event took place," the "Where it happen," and the "Why
it happened."
After sharing my Thanksgiving story with the
children,

I put the words WHO? WHERE? WHEN? WHY? on

the blackboard.

I asked the children who was present

at the Thanksgiving celebration and recorded their
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answers under the word WHO?.
pictures of people.

I also drew some small

I used the same procedure with

the remaining questions of Where? When? and Why?

I

read the children's responses to them as if reading a
short story to demonstrate how to take a small amount
of information and turn it into a story.

After model¬

ing a recount of my Thanksgiving past I gave the
students a graphic organizer with the headings WHO,?
WHERE,? WHEN,? AND WHY?

I told the students using

this organizer they were going to tell about their
Thanksgiving past celebration (see Figure 4.15).
Before the students actually wrote or drew on the
organizer I had them brainstorm and make a list of the
people, where their celebrations took place, when they
took place and why.

After completing this step the

children then put their information on the graphic
organizer.

When this was complete the children wrote

their stories on another sheet of paper.

Both the

graphic organizer and the short stories were then
mounted on colored construction paper and posted in
the hallway and on cardboard centers in the room.
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Figure 4.17s

Keila's Thanksgiving Recount

On Thanksgiving Day 1997 I went to my aunt's
house to celebrate the holiday.
Her house is
made of bricks and they are red and orange.
There were lots of people including my relatives
and some of their and my friends.
We ate
delicious foods like apples and grapes also
turkey!
We drank orange juice and cranberry
plus soda.
We even ate lasagna!
We did all of
these things because of Thanksgiving!
Also
because we wanted to be together!

Recounts are fun for children to write because
they love to tell about something that happened to
them at home, on a family trip, even in school.

The

stories are interesting and they make each child that
is telling the story feel important simply because it
is their story from their point of view.
Technology in Support of the Writing and Publishing

At the time of the study we did not have Internet
capabilities in our classrooms, but it was available
to the students in the library and the computer
laboratory and I sent messages from my home for the
students.

The students used the Internet to send and

receive correspondence from students in New Zealand.
This project came about through the volunteer efforts
of Durham and Jean Caldwell who have friends who live
there.

It started out with two of our children
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writing to a young girl in New Zealand named Siohban
and eventually everyone wanted to get into the act.
Technology in the classroom has been one of the
most exciting aspect of The Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop.

Although I cannot honestly say that it has

always been my favorite part.

When I came to Johnson

School a computer was placed in my classroom one day
and I thought,

"What am I going to do with that?" I

/

knew absolutely nothing about computers or technology.
I was a person who did not even believe in call
waiting on the telephone!
The computer sat there for a few weeks.
turned it on or came any where near it.

I never

Then one day

Joshua asked if he could use the computer.

My answer

to him was that I knew nothing about computers, so I
would not be able to help him.
Bailey it is so easy.
owns a computer store.
it."

He replied,

"But Mrs.

I have one at home and my aunt
I can show you how to work

This began my experience with the computer.

Joshua proved to be quite a computer whiz kid.
learned so much about operating the computer.
introduced software to me.
the computer bug.

I
He even

From there I was bitten by

I purchased a computer for my home
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and enrolled in technology classes as part of my
professional development program.
In Spring 1999 I became involved in the FreshPond
Education Program.

I was a member of the Design Team

for Rebecca M. Johnson School.

(FreshPond,

1998),

states, that using computer technology to support
instruction requires time for planning and exploring
the potential of these new tools.

Design teams

develop, document, and share lessons and curriculum
activities that utilize technology in clear and
compelling ways.

The examples developed by design

team members serve as models for colleagues who are
also working to integrate the use of technology into
their curriculum,
practices.

instruction and assessment

Design teams explore different uses of

technology and target those uses that are especially
compelling and effective for them (FreshPond
Education,

1998).

Design teams also work to refine an

understanding of a set of core applications and
related skills that are relevant to their school
district (FreshPond Education,

1998).

FreshPond's ultimate goal is to develop a process
that encourages the integration of technology and
curriculum across the school system.
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When I began Bailey’s 231 Writers' Workshop I had
two computers in the classroom.
was difficult, but we managed.

Getting every one on
The technology and

computer teachers assisted us by working with small
groups of children in the Graphics Arts room and the
Computer Laboratory.

In these areas the students had

use of a scanner for their illustrations and computer
software to use in organizing the newspaper and
magazine.
A technology grant in the city of Springfield has
provided us with an addition of four computers.

We

have established a writing laboratory in the classroom
which has enabled us to have more students working on
the computers and produce finished projects more
quickly.
I group two-three students at each computer for
lessons.

Students have learned basic techniques.

Instruction has taken place in our classroom by the
teacher and in the computer laboratory at Johnson
School.
In fall 1999 using WebsiteNow(TM!) software
program by Inabox Inc., I created a website portal
called Baileys2311itcom on the internet.

This

software program allowed me to help the children in
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the Writers' Workshop to create individual website
pages to display their writing.

All of the website

pages are linked to my website which enables me as
group administrator to help students revise and edit
their writing before publishing.

Once a week the

children used the computers in the school laboratory
with Internet access to work on their websites. The
websites feature writing done in the classroom that is
also published in our monthly newspaper (see Appendix
A).
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Computer Software in Support of the
Writing and Publishing

• Tool Applications

• Word processors:

ClarisWorks WP, KidWorks , The
Amazing Writing Machine

• Desktop publishers:

PageMaker

• Databases: ClarisWorks DB
• Spreadsheets:

ClarisWorks SS

• Multimedia authoring software:KidPix Slide
Show, HyperStudio
• Graphic organizer software: Inspiration
• Graphic design software:

ClarisWorks
Paint/Draw, KidPix

• Internet
• E-mail: Netscape Mail, Edora, Outlook Express,
Apple Excite mail
• Search engines and directories: Yahoo, Excite
Alta Vista, Lycos
• Web browsers:

Netscape Navigator 4.0, Internet
Explorer

• Inabox Incorporated: WebsiteNow(TM)software
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• Software Products
• Claris Works
• Encarta 98 Encyclopedia
• Kid Pix

• HyperStudio
• The Amazing Writing Machine
• PageMaker
• Websitegalaxy.com
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Implementing change has not been easy for all who
are involved.

To make new approaches work teachers,

students, parents, and principals must go through many
learning steps.

Growth takes time and positive

support from organizational structures and
relationships.

Teachers,

students, parents, and

principals have many questions that must be respected:
"What about the math facts?" "Can children really help
each other and collaborate in small groups?" "How do
we evaluate children's progress with this kind of
teaching?"

One lesson of reform is if change is

forced on those involved in the process, not only will
they rebel, but the act of force will contradict the
very spirit of the change.

Many educational change

proposals are based on helping children make their own
changes, ask their own questions, and become invested
in their own learning.
In 1996 I completed training in the First Steps
writing program and the inservice workshop. Kids Have
All the Write Stuff: Inspiring Your Children to Put_
Pencil to Paper.

I began thinking about creating new
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approaches to writing in the classroom that would
accomplish the the Springfield School System's goal of
all children becoming efficient writers.

At a meeting

of the Johnson School's Compact Committee (a committee
created to establish a written compact between
teachers, students, parents and administrators) I
suggested the idea of the Writing Party as a way to
bring all groups together and to support the City of
Springfield's "City that Reads Campaign."
Three hundred,

fifty students and guests

participated in the two parties.

I had no idea it

would be the catalyst for "Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop" in the classroom.

The project has evolved

over a three year period and continues to be a major
part of my classroom curriculum.

How Bailey's 231

Writers' Workshop came to be and how it functioned in
my classroom is the focus of this dissertation study.
An ongoing Writers' Workshop project in the
classroom was not my plan.

My intent was to implement

a new writing program proposed by the school system in
such a way that it would naturally become part of our
daily curriculum of learning.

The enthusiasm and

participation of both students and their families
caused this project to become a staple and a permanent
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fixture in the curriculum which students and teacher
looked forward to each day.
The events of "Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop"
have occurred like climbing the rungs of a stepladder.
Each step has taken the teacher-researcher and
student-participants higher in our quest for learning
to become better writers.
The Writing Parties and the Writing Bags created
motivation for each student to write more often at
home and in school.

Immediate changes began to take

place in the classroom.

Discussions about when to

write what to write and where to write filled the
class.

It is no wonder the project did not stop after

the first Writing Party.

In the fall of 1998 my fifth

grade students returned to school excited.
their first questions for me were,
have a Writing Party this Year?"
"Great!

Among

"Are we going to
I remember my reply.

"You liked the Writing the Party!" Which they

followed with resounding,

"Yes! Yes! Yes!"

I realized

at that moment it was not just a Writing Party, it was
a "Writing Experience" for my students, their families
and for myself as a teacher-researcher looking for
ways to make writing enjoyable.

It was the beginning

of something very important to these children and they
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would be the ones to make a real writing program exist
in our classroom.

They were expecting more and

willing to try more.

It was now up to the teacher to

give them a program that would tap into their
creativeness that perhaps had laid dormant within each
of them.
The "Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop" gave
students renewed purpose for reading and writing.

It

featured high expectations, positive climate, exciting
child-friendly,

fun-inspiring materials,

literature,

technology, and opportunities to write using many
different genres and forms.

It showed how oppor¬

tunities for sharing writing by every child
participating in the study are important ingredients
in a successful language arts program.
The "Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop contributed
to the development of a classroom and language arts
program that welcomed children's diversity; that
proudly displayed their work on its walls; that held
each student's work as important and worthy of
recognition.
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Conclusions about the Teaching of Writing
to Young Children

The conclusions that follow are presented to
elementary school teachers who are faced with the
challenge of implementing a writing program into the
mainstream curriculum.

The program strategies are

developed by one teacher in a single classroom.

The

teacher-researcher in this study believes that no one
program fits every situation.

Many of the strategies

implemented are based upon "Best Practices for
Teaching writing" cited by Zemelman, Daniels and Hyde,
(1993) and used by the First Steps Writing Program,
Western Australia School System 1995a;

1995b.

My main

goal is to promote literacy through meaningful,
effective writing instruction which exposes students
to many genres and forms of writing in a positive
classroom climate.
The programs, activities, and projects in the
study are easily adoptable and adaptable to existing
programs in classrooms.

It is a matter of assessing

what already exist and adding or deleting the
necessary ingredients for a complete
literature/writing program.

The research in the

project is not exhaustive, but adds to what already
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exists as a knowledge base developed by many
researchers about when, and how children learn to
become writers.

"Bailey’s 231 Writers’ Workshop"

contributes to the idea that teachers must be willing
to go beyond the traditional forms of teaching
language arts and develop new innovations that make
children excited about learning to read and write.
The Writers' Workshop itself is not a new
innovation.

Researchers commonly used the term

Writers' Workshop to describe the writing process; a
step-by-step approach that helps students to develop
an understanding of their writing.
What makes this particular workshop unique are
the children who participated, the expectations of the
teacher-researcher, the contents of the district's new
curriculum,

and the strategies used to introduce new

writing forms to young children.

The idea of regular

writing workshops in the classroom is not something
most teachers gravitate toward because they can be
hard to manage and at times it does mean giving up a
little control and having more noise in the classroom
than one may want.
Commitment and consistency on the part of the
teacher-research, and a willingness to confront the
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challenges inherited in implementing a new program are
important facets of establishing the Writers' Workshop
in my classroom.

The essential ingredients for the

success of the Writers’ Workshop in my classroom are:
1. High expectations for student success.
atmosphere to work in. 3.

2. Positive

The necessary tools and

materials, for writing and illustrating.

4. Oppor¬

tunities to explore many genres, forms and purposes
for writing.

5. Cross-curriculum writings activities

to give children opportunities to transfer writing
skills and strategies.

6. A writing workshop model

that defined children as writers right now.

7. Avail¬

able technological equipment and supplies such as
computers and writing software programs.
Conclusion One: High Expectations
Student Success

for

There is a direct correlation between my
expectations for my students and the students'
expectations for themselves.

As a Chapter I teacher

for six years, teaching children 2-3 years below grade
level I learned very quickly that the success of my
children depended upon my expectations for them and
their expectations for themselves.

Their growth was

depended upon my not letting them settle for mediocre
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work, but

accepting from them only their very best.

I watched them grow physically, spiritually and
academically.
When I began Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop,

I

knew from the beginning that success would begin with
what I expected of my students as learners and
writers.

From the very start I focused on giving them

the necessary skills and strategies for reading and
writing.

With those skills and strategies intact, I

encouraged every student to draw upon what they
learned everyday in reading and writing activities.
Children don't always forget what we teach them
everyday, they just need a little reminder of what
they know and encouragement to use it.

At the start

of the workshop I knew my children had a complete
writing process given to them through the curriculum.
I also knew they were familiar with many genres of
literature, and writing forms.

What I expected was

for them to use what they learned in this writing
workshop.
One of the major goals of the Massachusetts
Education Reform Act (1993) is to ensure all students
achieve high academic standards.

The realization of

this goal begins with the belief that,
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"All children

can learn" at high levels.

You find many educators

saying they believe this premise, but merely stating
it does not necessarily constitute a belief in it.
Many teachers follow the statement with,
can learn, but at their own level."

"All children

High academic

achievement happens only if teachers/educators expect
children to move from where they are presently
academically to a higher level.

Low teacher

expectations for children fosters low student
expectations for themselves.
challenging.

Learning should be

Teachers don't challenge children when

they ask for less from them.

Children learn best when

they know what is expected of them as participates in
their own education progress.

They achieve at high

levels when instruction is clear and their is purpose
for learning; exploration, examination, evaluation is
encouraged.
The Bailey's 231 Writer's Workshop in my
classroom provided all these aspects of learning.
Opportunity for me to teach and the children to learn
new writing forms and genres was present everyday.
Opportunity to share literature of many genres and
from many authors presented themselves throughout each
year of the workshop.

Research and writing for
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Bailey's 231 News and Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine
inspired exploration, examination, and evaluation
daily.

When children located information for them¬

selves, it increased their self-confidence for self¬
learning through discovery and their self-esteem rose.
Conclusion Two: Children's Writing Displayed for
Everyone to See Builds a Positive Classroom Climate

Classroom climate and management influences
students' sense of belonging to the classroom.

It is

pertinent that children find something of themselves
in the classroom.

This makes them feel valued and a

part of the setting not just a student in the room.
Before "Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop" began, at
the beginning of every school year I would decorate
the walls with beautiful posters and put up bulletin
boards so the children entered a nice room.

I did not

realize during this time that what was in the room
reflected my feeling, my character, maybe even my
belief system, not the children's.
I now begin the school year putting up some
posters and decorations and bulletin boards to welcome
the students, but as soon as possible I fill the
classroom with the children's work.

In the beginning

of the school year I call the children's attention to
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what is in the classroom by directing their attention
to the posters, banners, and pictures and explaining
what they are about.

Its also a time when they can

ask questions or make suggestions on how to make the
room ever nicer.
There are cardboard centers to display their
poetry, report writing, math, social studies and
science work.

The walls are a combination of seasonal

decorations and the students' work.
displayed in the hallway.

Their work is

Copies of their Bailey's

231 News and Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine were given
to teachers and students in grades 3-8 and issues were
left at the security desk for guests to take home.
Writing is difficult for children and effective
teachers acknowledge this and set-up classrooms which
provide supportive structures for students to choose
topics, collaborate with each other, and begin new
writing pieces when they are ready.
In addition to displaying children's work a
positive climate in the classroom involves students
having responsibilities in the classroom itself.

They

need rules and routines for the management of the
classroom.

When children are made responsible for the

operation of the classroom they know what disrupts it
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and they know how chaos and disarray destroy the
learning environment.
Children in my classroom volunteer on a weekly
basis to do jobs such as wash the boards, take care of
the bookshelves, be the messenger or greeter for the
class, hold the doors when we are walking in the
halls.

They know what happens when someone does not

do their job, it affects all of us.

These classroom

responsibilities gives students a sense of pride about
their environment.

During open-house and parent

conferences children are excited about showing their
parents where they work, learn and play.
When the room belongs to the students they are
more apt to take care of and appreciate their
materials and the classroom itself, but these things
only play a small part in the success of a workshop
classroom. Harwayne (1993) suggests, "Early in the
year we need to cultivate fertile ground for writers"
(p. 3).

Literature can be used to construct

supportive communities for readers and writers.

It

helps teachers get to know what students bring to the
classroom as readers and writers.

As children begin

to see themselves as good writers, literature helps
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them learn that reading and writing are pleasurable
life-long experiences.
A small classroom library has always existed in
the room.

However, Harwayne's (1993) statement

prompted me to take a closer look at the literature
that was present in the library.

I then created a

classroom library containing books from many cultures.
Working with the librarian each month we selected
multicultural books for the children's use in the
classroom (see Appendix C).

I also purchased books

for my own personal use and to share with the
children.

These books are written by authors of many

ethnicities which show children all people can be
writers.
The classroom itself is large enough to change
the students desks and tables to create small groups;
usually 4 to 6 children are grouped together.

Each

group consists of students of high, middle, and low
abilities.

Many times students are sitting next to

their study buddy which increases confidence in asking
each other for help.

It is also convenient for

children to just change tables when they are working
with someone who may sit at a different location.
consider the writing projects in the workshop to be
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I

cooperative learning activities.

It takes all of the

students doing their part to create an edition of the
newspaper or the magazine.
The establishment of the Writers' Computer
Laboratory in the classroom was an essential dimension
of creating a climate where children are free to get
up, go to the computer and work.

I must admit the

computer lab near the back of the classroom soon
became the hub of our room.

Children not only

gathered at the computers to write, illustrate, and
explore, but often times I would hear students
summoning each other to their computer to take a look
at their work or something of interest they discovered
on the computer screen.
Conclusion Three: Children Need the Right Tools and
Materials to be Creative

Children need child-friendly, fun-inspiring
writing tools that stimulate their creativity.

When

children play with toys such as action figures, dolls
at a children's tea party, or interact with a video
game they are very energetic, and imaginative.

Their

language during this time is vivid, vocal, and
exciting.

Ideas about playing are flowing while they

interact with the toys and each other.
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Colorful,

bright markers, color pencils, crayons, scissors,
colorful paper in all shapes and sizes, as well as
items like tape and glue sparked that same energy and
excitement with children.

Children who have the right

writing tools and materials available to them in
school and at home have the freedom to use them
whenever they want to illustrate and make their
stories, poetry and other writing come alive on the
page.
The Writing Party and the Writing Bags helped
establish this point.

When children have the tools to

create, they will create.

Giving students writing

tools to have at school and home increased students'
willingness to write.

The materials in the Writing

Bags were basic tools that children use everyday;
pencils, colored pencils, markers, crayons, rulers,
erasers, pencil sharpeners, and paper.

They are

supplies found in the classroom itself and they could
easily be replaced by parents when they wore out or
became lost.

The idea of giving each student a

Writing Bag was to awaken children's creativity;
encourage them to write at home by giving them
supplies which were theirs to keep.

The fact that

many of the children returned to school even the day
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after the party with writing to share shows that
children will write given the tools and the
encouragement to go out there and have fun writing.
Writing occurred through- out the school day,

and

parents encouraged students to write at home and bring
their writing to school.
Conclusion Four: Children Need Opportunities to
Explore Many Genres, Forms and Purposes for Writing
Within a Writing Process Model
Bailey's 231 Writer's Workshop in my classroom served
as a framework and a children's place in the classroom
to engage in the process of learning to write.

My job

as teacher was to guide them through the process stepby-step daily as they engaged in the classroom writing
activities.

I realized as teacher that my students

needed to experience a writing process.

But I also

believe that a process is something that must evolve
overtime by introducing small parts and allowing
children to engage in experimentation.

The key to

making the process their own are the stages each
student took their writing through.
planning and selection,
revising and editing,

drafting,

They include:

revising, peer

self revising and editing,
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writing conferences with their study buddy and/or
teacher, publishing and sharing.
First, the children engaged in selecting of
topics through prewriting activities such as whole
class and study buddy brainstorming and discussion
activities about topics to explore.

Calendar events,

newspapers, holidays in the seasons of the year,
sporting events currently happening, current news
events and other ideas generated by the children kept
everyone involved in the topic selection process.
Second, the children met in small groups to list
their ideas,

share thoughts on topics,

locate

information pertaining to their topics and engage in
free-writes and first draft writing with emphasis on
content rather mechanics.

Using graphic organizers

such as fact and planning sheets, they organized their
material, getting their first words about their topic
down.

Many times they excitedly called for my

attention to how much information they found on their
subject.
Third, revising and editing are important issues.
However,

I wanted the children to learn that revising

is more than just changing thoughts around to make a
better piece of writing.

The goal of many children
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when writing is to complete a piece.

Often it is

difficult to get them to revise, edit, rewrite pieces
before publishing.
in small groups.

The children shared their writing
In these groups the children learned

to contribute constructive thoughts and ideas about
each other's writing.

They learn to take what both

teacher and classmates say about their writing and
make revisions that help make the piece better.

From

the beginning of the writing piece to the final copy
children learn that making several changes in the
piece is a major part of the process of writing.
To help the children with the revising process I
modeled revisions of my own pieces.

The children and

I revised examples of poetry and reports orally.

Peer

editing in small groups and with their study buddies
was a common occurrence in the Writer's Workshop.
Writing conferences in small groups and with
individual children were opportunities for me as
teacher to ask real questions about the subject matter
which would engage the children in the process of
thinking about their intended message and leading them
to do further research and inquiry.
Fourth, editing was presented as a way to make
sure that the message in the written piece was clear
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to the intended audience not solely as a means of
correcting misspelled words or grammar.

Proofreading

was a word I used often with the children.

I would

tell them that proofreading our written pieces was
like looking at it through a magnifying glass to
locate spelling or grammar errors that might confuse
or keep our readers from enjoying our articles.

It is

like a performer rehearsing his/her act a final time
before the audience sees the performance.

Before

their audience could see their written piece they must
polish it to get it ready for public viewing by other
classmates, schoolmates,

families, friends and

community.
Teachers and students need clear evaluation
methods that help children improve their writing
daily.

Teachers in grades K-5 use an individual

student profile called the Developmental Continuum
(see Figure

1.1) to highlight student progress in

each phase of writing.

Each year this information is

placed in a plastic sleeve along with three unedited
writing samples and passed on to the next grade level
teacher(s).
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In spring 1997 the teacher-researcher placed 19
students on individual developmental continuums.
These grade five students were the first participates
in Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop and the First Steps
writing program (Education Department of Western
Australia (1995a,

1995b).

First Steps writing forms

taught to this group of children were String Poems;
Report Writing: and Chain Writing.

In June 1997 12

students were place in Phase 2 Experimental Writers.
These children were able to read back their own
writing; attempt familiar forms of writing such as
lists,

letters, retelling of events or stories and

messages; write using simplified oral language
structures; use writing to convey meaning; realize
that print contains a constant message; use left to
right and top to bottom orientation between written
and spoken word; they are able to listen attentively
to the telling or reading of stories and other text;
and write spontaneously for self or chosen audience.
Five children were placed in Phase 3 Early Writing and
two students were placed in Phase 4 Conventional
Writing (see Figure 1.1).

Their continuums were
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highlighted in purple and passed to the sixth grade
teachers with 3 unedited writing samples completed in
grade 5.
In September 1998 a new group of fourth grade
students began working in the Bailey's 231 Writers'
Workshop.

I received for the first time developmental

continuum and 3 writing samples for 16 students from
the third grade teachers.

Key indicators were

highlighted in yellow to show student progress in
grade three.

These indicators along with the three

writing samples gave the teacher-researcher knowledge
of each students' writing abilities.
The students were all in phase 2: Experimental Writing
(see Figure 1.1).
By the end of the 1998-1999 school year 11
students were exhibiting indicators found in Phase 3:
Early Writing (see Figure 1.1).

Children in this

phase are beginning to use a small range of familiar
text; choose topics that are personally significant;
use basic sentence structures and vary sentence
beginnings; they can explain in context some of the
purposes of using writing, e.g. shopping list or
telephone messages as a memory aid.
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Students in this phase also experiment with words
drawn from experience, activities,

literature, media

and oral language of peers and others.

They are also

beginning to develop editing skills; to use some
punctuation; to talk with others to plan and revise
their own writing; and to persevere to complete their
writing tasks.

The remaining 5 students did not

exhibit enough of the key indicators on the
developmental continuum to be able to say they are
Early Writers.

They remained in the Experimental

Writing stage (see Figure 1.1) and have some areas in
Early Writing highlighted such as: uses a small range
of familiar text forms; chooses topics that are
personally significant; uses basic sentence structures
and varies sentence beginnings; uses some editing
skills and punctuation; discusses ideals for
literature with peers.
The establishment of the Writers' Workshop in the
classroom as a tool to implement the First Steps
writing program into the main curriculum provided the
teacher-researcher and the student-participates with a
variety of writing forms and genres to both teach and
learn.

The establishment and creation of Bailey's 231

News and Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine gave the
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children purpose for writing, an audience of their
peers, family and community.

I believe this accounts

for the higher number of students in phase 3 of the
First Steps Writing program.

Children need to be

exposed to many forms of literature and writing, but
perhaps even more important as this study shows they
need opportunities to try them out and audiences to
give them purpose for what they are accomplishing.
Conclusion Fives The Writers' Workshop Model Defines
Every Child as a Writer Right Now

When children learn what authors do to create
good pieces of writing they realize writers are not
different from themselves.

They need to know that

authors don't write it once and put it down but go
through the same feelings of frustration when they
can't come up with an idea or don't know the right
words to phrase what they want to say.

Teacher

modeling of writing forms, revising and editing
techniques let my students hear the writing language
and see the actual formation of the writing piece.
Many students learn by precept and example.

They need

to see that good writing does not come from doing it
once quickly and forgetting about it.

It takes

writing, revising, editing and rewriting before a
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piece is ready for publishing.

Talking about writing;

sharing pieces that I wrote myself and having the
children help me revise and edit; creating poetry
together with the children gave my students tangible
and concrete opportunities to see how the process of
writing a publishable piece takes place.

They also

saw their teacher as a writer who must go through the
same process to obtain a finished piece.
Opportunities for children to write are
essential.

At first it was difficult to get my

children to understand that they did not have to wait
for a writing lesson to engage in writing; they were
free to write wherever and whenever they had time.

Creation of a workshop model in my classroom provided
students with a time period characterized solely for
writing.

During this particular time period I could

model writing to some, while others were in engaged in
writing at their desks, or the computer; reading or
researching;
lesson.

I could engage the entire class in a

The workshop model allowed the children to

engage in the learning process of writing while
writing.
time.

This is important because the process takes

It is developed over many hours of trail-and-
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error; engaging in first drafts, editing, revising and
rewriting till they are satisfied and ready to
publish.

(Zemelman, Daniels & Hyde,

1993) consider

the single most important new strategy in literacy
education to be the reading/writing workshop.
Researchers commonly used the term "Writers Workshop"
to describe a way to implement the writing process.
This process is described as a step-by-step approach
that helps students to develop an understanding of
their writing.
(Atwell,

"It is the heart of the writing class"

1987).

A true workshop consists of an important
defining element choice: individual students choose
their own books for reading, projects for
investigating, topics for writing.

Bailey's 231 News,

Bailey's 231 Literary Magazine, essay and poster
contests, and poetry writing provided students purpose
for making choices about what to write.

I purposely

kept myself from making to many suggestions to the
children during the "choice conferences" held in the
classroom.

Control of what was actually published in

the newspaper and magazine was solely that of the
children.

Choice of what committee to work was also

that of the students,

I served as a teacher-guide
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children.

Choice of what committee to work was also

that of the students,

I served as a teacher-guide

except when it was necessary to solve some issues of
assignments or to make sure topics were appropriate.
Children need opportunity to talk about
literature and writing.

At the completion of each

story in the reading series the students wrote a
Personal Response to the story.

I arranged the

students in small groups called Literary Discussion
Circles.

In these circles children shared their views

of the story by reading the responses they wrote.
The children discussed each other's views which aided
in helping them to identify important details, note
the sequence of events, draw conclusions, and make
inferences about characters in the story.

It also

gave them freedom to state opinions and view points
that others may not have drawn.

Watching their

interaction with each other about their opinions of
these stories made me decide to use the Literary
Discussion Circles to share writing pieces they were
working on for publication.

The transition from

talking about their personal response to talking about
their own writing was very easy for the children.
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I

believe they enjoyed sharing their writing with each
other because it was an opportunity to talk about
writing that was their own.
At the beginning of the school year each student
was assigned a study buddy.

The students were coupled

together according to where they lived because it made
it easy to work with each other after school or to
bring homework assignments to their buddy if they were
absent;

some wanted to be buddies because they were

good friends.
classwork,

Beside helping each other with

study buddies served as peer tutors and

peer editors.

They listened to each other's pieces

and offered constructive criticism to help make the
piece better.

The children also had the option to

share with the entire class if they so desired.

These

sharing opportunities happened daily.
Children need real purpose to write.

The Writing

Bags, Bailey's 231 News and Bailey's 231 Literary
Magazine projects showed that children will work hard
to express themselves when they have the necessary
tools and materials to work with; opportunity to
choose topics which they care about and that are
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meaningful to them; and a place to showcase their
published work.
Writing means making choices.

The more choices

teachers make, the fewer responsibilities are left for
students.

Although I gently guided the selection

process during decision making time for the newspaper
and magazine the choices belonged to the students.

I

did not want ownership of these writing venues, the
students had control of what was written and published
in every newspaper and magazine.
Conclusion

Six: Opportunities for Cross-curriculum
Writing are Essential

Cross-curriculum writing is necessary to help
children expand their writing ideas and topics.
Cross-curriculum writing can occur in the classroom.
Transfer of skills and strategies acquired in one
discipline to another discipline is not easy for
children, but it is possible, even with writing.
Children value writing and use it more when
writing becomes part of other learning activities.
Writing activates thinking which makes it one of the
best tools for learning.

Cross-curriculum writing in

the classroom is an essential element of a complete
writing process model.

Some teachers may feel that
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writing in other subject areas will consume to much of
their classroom time and the thought of reading and
responding to all the papers does not make it a
worthwhile adventure.

However, cross-curriculum

writing is not always an enormous task.

There are

many ways to incorporate writing for the study of
other subjects in the curriculum.
Bailey's 231 Writers' Workshop is a regular
scheduled classroom time period for writing.

The

children understand that this time is set aside just
for writing.

However, I established within the

children that writing is something they do whenever
their is need and every subject at one time or another
may require some writing.

Writing across the

curriculum is an important facet of the writing
program in in classroom.
* Building Background

I engaged my children in building background
activities before teaching of most subjects.

These

are short, easy, exploratory activities that helped to
activate their prior knowledge about subjects, spark
questions, increase comprehension, encourage discus¬
sions, and review and reflect on ideas previously
learned.
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• K-W-L: What
learned

I

Know,

What

I Want to Know,

What I

A building background activity I use frequently
is the K-W-L strategy.

This is a familiar strategy to

many of the children in the classroom and often times
the whole class participated in making K-W-L lists
about topics we were getting ready to learn about.

I

simply drew columns on the board with the headings KW-L.

The students engaged in conversations about the

topic while I recorded what they "know" and what they
"wanted" to know.

After reading and discussing the

subject matter, we returned to the board to record
what we "learned."

There are also times when I give

the children a graphic organizer with these headings
to record what they know, what they want to know and
what they learned.

The children then met in small

groups to discuss the topic using their organizer
notes as guides to help in the discussion.
* Personal

Journals

and Notebooks

Each of the children in the class kept a personal
journal for writing about personal experiences at
school, home, family trips, responses to stories read
to them and textual information read about or
discussed in class.

Many children kept spiral note184

books to stop and write brief notes,

jot down ideas or

responses to something heard during teacher presen¬
tations, when reading stories or texts, during read-aloud periods, questions they have about the topic
being studied, and/or to make predictions about what
is coming next.
* Math Comic Strips

Math comic strips helped my students to create
word problems pertaining to everyday situations.

They

wrote, they illustrated, and they solved their own
problems.

This encompassed writing, art, social

studies, and math into one writing project.
* Chain Writing

Chain Writing is the name given to the gradual
expansion of a sentence (First Steps, Western
Australia School System 1995a;

1995b).

Using this

writing format the children chose the names of
endangered animals and expanded them into creative
stories.

They created flip books about the endangered

animals.

This cross-curriculum activity began in the

reading class as they read about endangered species,
but quickly became a writing project that also encom-
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passed social studies and art as they drew illustra¬
tions of the animals, cut and pasted to create flip
books.
A new social studies series introduced during the
1998-1999 school year for the fourth grade called
Ancient World
activities.

provided the students with writing
The children wrote about the topics they

studied in each section.
time consuming.

These activities were not

They wrote opinions, ideas and

questions that were later discussed in socials studies
literary discussion circles or as a whole class.

This

was very exciting because ancient history was a new
curriculum for social studies in the fourth grade and
the children and I were learning, exploring,
discovering and discussing our ideas together.
Conclusion Seven: Technology is Essential in Support
of the Writing and Publishing

The use of technology in the Writers' Workshop
was essential to how children experience writing as a
process.

The Writers' Computer Laboratory in the

classroom helped to create a Writers'

atmosphere.

At

the beginning of the workshop we had two Apple LC 520
computers, television and VCR in the classroom.
more computers of the same type were added to the
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Three

classroom in the Fall of 1998 for the purpose of
creating a Writers'

Computer Laboratory.

There are

also two Image Writer printers in the classroom.

For

preparing the newspaper and magazine the students had
use of computers with scanners in the technology and
graphic arts classrooms.
There are several benefits to using technology in
support of curriculum in the classroom beside the fact
that it contributed to the creation of a Writers'
atmosphere in the room.

First, children are very

familiar with computers and software.

This was

valuable to the teacher and other less knowing
students because we assisted each other.
Second, the computers are turned on each morning
which signaled to students they were available for
their use without permission from the teacher.

This

helps further foster the "freedom to write" workshop
atmosphere.
Third, students are excellent explorers.

Time to

use the computer gives them opportunity to discover
what computers and computer software can do by helping
them access and retrieve information quickly.

Every

child had his/her own floppy disk to store articles,
illustrations, projects and other information that
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interested them.

This helped them keep their

information organized, stored in one place, and gave
them privacy for their personal writing pieces.
Integrating computers into the classroom has
enabled structuring of more small cooperative group
activities and projects to keep children working on
the computers all day.

Two or three students worked

together on writing pieces for the newspaper and
magazine.

Also 2 or 3 students were grouped at the

computers when introduction of a new software program
occurred.

More knowing students were able to help

those who were less technologically developed.
Fifth, the use of the computers increased the
volume of published work by the children.
supports what (Edwards,

This

1997 p.166) also found,

"Computers facilitate all elements of a writing
process from brainstorming to drafting to editing to
publishing."

Creating the newspaper and magazine,

writing poetry and then adding clip art or hand drawn
illustrations to writing pieces on the computer added
to the esthetics of the writing process.

The children

marveled and were amazed to see their writing and
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pictures printed in a professional format.

It gave

them pride in their accomplishments as capable
writers.
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APPENDIX A
CHILDREN'S WRITING SAMPLES

February 1998 Issue of Bailey's 231 News
March
1998 Issue of Bailey's 231 News
June
1998 Issue of Bailey's 231 News

December 1998 Issue of Bailey's 231 Literary
Magazine

Bailey’s 231 News
Published by the students of Room 231, Rebecca M. Johnson School

February 1998

Our school named for first black principal
Rebecca Johnson was
principal of four
elementary schools
Rebecca M. Johnson was
the first black junior high school
teacher in Springfield. Massa¬
chusetts, the first to teach math
on the secondary level, and the
first to hold an administrative job
in Springfield as assistant princi¬
pal of Washington Street School.
Miss Johnson was the first
African-American to hold the
post of principal in the history of
the Springfield School System.
She was principal of the East
Union, DeBerry, Tapley, and
Mary M. Lynch Schools.
Miss Johnson was a gradu¬
ate of Fisk University in 1927.
She received her master’s degree
from Columbia University
Teachers College and attended
Springfield College’s introduc¬
tion graduate program. She
taught in Columbia, South
Carolina, for 16 years. She
directed two schools for NYA
during the I930’s.
Miss Johnson was a mem¬
ber of St. John’s Congregational
Church, UCC.
Rebecca M. Johnson was

Rebecca Mae Johnson
raised by her parents, William
and Harriet (Goodwin) Johnson.
She has one sister, Wilhelmina
Hinson, of Springfield, 22 nieces
and nephews, and several greatgreat nieces and nephews.
Rebecca M. Johnson was
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86 years old when she departed
this life on Friday, October 4,
1991, in Mercy Hospital.
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Super Bowl
In Super Bowl XXXU the
Denver Broncos beat the Green
Bay Packers. We knew the
Broncos were going to win be¬
cause they were the best team
and John Eiway wanted to retire
with a Super Bowl ring.
Terrell Davis ran for

three touchdowns. This was the
most touchdowns scored in Su¬
per Bowl history.
The final score was Den¬
ver 31 and Green Bay 24.

My Image
DR. CARTER G. WOODSON
My face is round as an apple
ready to be picked.
My hair is as bright as the sun
warming me up on a cold, windy day.
My ears are like a telephone
letting every sound pass through.
My eyes are as small as a bee
while it perches on a flower.
My hands are as smooth as cat’s fur
shimmering in the light.
My stomach is as big as a cow’s stomach
while it grazes in the field.
My skin is as light as a manila folder
holding all your secrets.
My heart is like a woodpecker
drumming on a tree.
My voice is like a tuba in a concert;
it is very deep and is always making noise.
My legs are like a gazelle’s legs;
they are fast and swift.
My smile is as big as an ocean
and it is very full.
My feet are like a machine;
they keep going and being strong.
My nose is like a cherry
very small and round.
My cheeks are like a peach;
they are round and peachey;
and my laugh is like fire crackers
exploding all at once.

Black History
pioneer
Dr. Carter G. Woodson was
bom in 1875 and died in 1950, in
New Canton, Virginia. He devoted
his life to researching.
Dr. Woodson found the infor¬
mation about African Americans
and wrote books about them. He
also founded the Association for
the Study of Negro Life and His¬
tory.
Africans Americans have rea¬
son to be proud of their heritage.
We should be grateful to Dr. Carter
G. Woodson for making it known
to us.

_____
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All day
Long
Everyone is happy!
No one is sad.
The air is full of love.
In people’s hearts, they love you,
Even if they have not told you so.
So make sure you’re happy and nice too!
Don't forget to love someone
All day long. If
You love someone, someone will love you!!
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Our first president
George Washington was bom
in 1732. He became our first
president in 1789. George Wash¬
ington chopped down a cherry
tree. When his father asked him if
cut the tree down, George replied,
“I cannot tell a lie, I cut down the
tree.” From that time on George
Washington was known as “Hon¬
est George.”

Our first president died on
December 14,1799. If you would
like to know more about George
Washington, ask your parents to
take you to Mt. Vernon, Virginia
to visit George’s house. There are
many interesting facts about his
life, his family and his work as
President of the United States of
America.

Abe Lincoln
Abraham Lincoln was the
sixteenth president of the United
States. Lincoln was bom in a log
cabin in Kentucky on February 12,
1809. People who knew him
called him Abe.
When Abe was seven his
family moved to Indiana. When he
was only nine, his mother got sick
and died. A year later, Abe’s fa¬
ther got married again. His step¬
mother was named Sarah
Johnston. She had three children
of her own.
Abe grew up to be tall and
strong. He could chop wood faster
than anyone. He was also a great
storyteller. People loved to sit and

listen to his funny tales.
Abe opened a store. One
day a man came in with an old
barrel to sell. Abe did not know
it, but that barrel would change his
life. Abe found a book about laws

and read it every chance he could.
From this he knew what he wanted
to be, he would become a lawyer
and help people. Abe kept learn¬
ing even through he could not go
to school. He studied at night by
the light of the fire.
Abraham Lincoln is best
remembered for the Emancipation
Proclamation which freed the
slaves.
He was shot and killed in
the now famous Ford’s Theater.

Groundhog Day
In the U.S. a popular tradition on February 2 is Groundhog Day. Every Groundhog Day
hundreds of people in Pennsylvania gather to see
a man dressed in a tuxedo and a top hat wake up
Punxatawny Phil from his winter’s nap. If
Punxatawny Phil sees his shadow, it means we
will have six more weeks of winter. If he does not
see his shadow it means spring is soon to come.
This year on Groundhog Day, Punxa-
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tawny Phil saw his shadow so we will have six
more weeks of winter. With all the mild weather
we have had in the month of February, one wonders if Punxatawny Phil really saw his shadow. Is
this a reliable way to determine when winter will be
over? Who really knows? Still it is fun to see
Punxatawny Phil come out on Groundhog Day!

Bailey's 231 News
Published by the students of Room 231, Rebecca M. Johnson School

March 1998

Students present Black history play
The fifth graders in Mrs. Bailey's and Miss
Bailey’s classes performed a Black history play
on March S. Two performances were held.
Before the performances, we learned
speeches about Black historians and other famous
African Americans such as George Washington
Carver who discovered different things we can do
with peanuts and sweet potatoes.
Some of our class members along with Mrs.
G. Lewis’s kindergarten and grade three students
from Mrs.Brown’s class learned and performed
songs about freedom and achievement like “Black
Children Were Bom” and “I Woke Up This Morning
With My Mind Stayed On Freedom."
The people who watched the play enjoyed us
very much. They clapped and gave us compliments.

GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
Mrs. Jaynes-Lewis sent us personal thank you
notes to show her appreciation of our hard work.

Why we celebrate St. Patrick’s Day
The true story of St. Patrick survives not in
his myths but in his work. Patrick was responsible
for converting Ireland to Christianity. Patrick was
bora to a Romanized family in Britain (proably in
the first half of the 5th century). At the age of
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sixteen, he was taken to Ireland by pirates and sold
into slavery. The young boy was sustained by his
faith during his six years working as herdsman.
When Patrick escaped and returned to Britain, he
had a vision of the Irish beseeching him to return
to Ireland to spread his faith, Christianity.
After studying in continental monasteries,
Patrick returned to Ireland as a missionary. Patrick
traveled, baptizing, confirming.and preaching in
buildings, churches, schools,and monasteries. Patrick
succeeded in converting almost the entire popula¬
tion.
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MYSELF
My hair is like the sand on a beach
shining in the sun.
My eyes are like little marbles
rolling In the sand.
My hands are as soft as a rabbit's fur
running through the woods.
My stomach is as round as a ball
bouncing In the park.
My skin is like a peach colored crayon
coloring on a paper.
My heart is like a fast beating drum
as it beats in a parade.
My voice can be as loud as a fire alarm
but as soft as a mouse's squeak.
My legs are as long as a giraffe's legs
eating leaves from a tree.
My smile is as big as a river
and as sweet as candy in a candy jar.
My laugh is as loud as a fire engine
racing through the streets.
My feet are as small as a leaf
falling from a tree.
My cheeks are as red as a rose
ready to be picked.
My lips are as red as an apple
ready to be eaten.
My tears are like a shiny rain drop
falling from the sky.

\_s

St. Louis beats UMass
The University of Massa¬
chusetts’ basketball team made it
to the NCAA basketball tourna¬
ment. They played St Louis in
the first round. SfLouis was

ranked number 12 and UMass was
The University of Massaranked number 7.
chusetts’ basketball season is
On Friday March 13,1998,
now over.
UMass lost the game. The score
was St. Louis 36 and UMass 41.
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Mrs. Jaynes-Lewis:
She loves her job!
Mrs. Nealon Jaynes-Lewis
was born in Dublin, Georgia.
Her childhood was wonderful
because her parents always told
her that she was special and she
could do anything she wanted to.
Mrs. Jaynes-Lewis has two
Master’s degrees, one in Education
and one in Administration.
She became interested in be¬
ing a principal when she was a
teacher at New North Community
School. She was recommended by
her principal, the late Miss Mary
Dryden and Mr. Bryant Robinson,

Assistant Superintendent of
Schools at that time, to be an as¬
sistant principal. It was very dif¬
ficult to leave the children that
were in her class.
Rebecca M. Johnson School is
her third school as a principal, and
she loves her job. She feels it is
very rewarding. She does not have
any children of her own, but she
feels that the kids in her school are
her own children.
She loves being a principal and
she enjoy’s the work. She's happy
to be the greatest principal, in the

MRS. JAYNES-LEWIS
best school, which is Rebecca M.
Johnson School.

Mrs. Bailey: a loving teacher
Mrs. Cellastine Bailey was
bom in Bay Minette,Alabama.
She grew up in the city of
Springfield and graduated from
the High School of Commerce.
Becoming a teacher washer
dad’s idea. She attended
Westfield State College and
received her Bachelor of Science
degree. She also has a Master’s
degree in Human Technology
from American International
College. She is working on her
Doctoral degree in education at
the University of Massachusetts.
She has been a teacher in the
Springfield School System for
thirteen years..

Mrs. Bailey is married to
Mr. Bobby L. Bailey who is a
supervisor for the Massachusetts
Department of Revenue. They
have two sons, Darien , who
attends Syracuse University in
New York and Brian who is in
ninth grade at Springfield Cen¬
tral High School.
Mrs.. Bailey has spent
most of her life working with
young people. She finds it a
rewarding experience to share
with young people and to see
{hem leam.
Start by SrtwUMi

aaaittert by Mo. Mejcfcum

MRS. CELLASTINE BAILEY
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Last Day of School is Coming Up!
The last day of school is June
23. It will be good for some and
bad for others. Your report card
has a lot of say this year. It will
determine if you pass to the next
grade or go to summer school.
Some people will graduate from
this school or to the next floor.
People will meet their new
teachers and leave some friends

behind as they leave or come.
Some kids will pick what school
there going to. For instance, some
middle schools are Duggan,
Johnson, Forest Park and Kiley.
Some high schools are Cen¬
tral, Sci-Tech, Putnam, Com¬
merce, and Cathedral.

We Celebrate Flag Day
Since early times, people have displayed flags and various other
objects to show their nationality or their allegiances. Today, in addi¬
tion to representing nations and other political entities, flags are used
to represent youth groups, such as Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. On
June 14, we celebrate Flag Day because we adopted the Stars and Stripes
on that day in the year of 1777.

Mrs. Velma Brown is Retiring!!!
Third grade teacher Mrs.
Velma Brown is retiring on June
23. Mrs. Brown has been work¬
ing as a teacher for fifty-two
years. She taught forty-one in
elementary school, three in
junior high, four in high school,
and four in college. She taught
at ten schools including our
school.
Her retirement party will
be held at the Westover Club on
June 16.
When Mrs. Brown
decided to become a teacher she

was only ten years old. She was
asked to teach younger children
in her Sabbath School. She ac¬
cepted and really enjoyed work¬
ing with children. She said,
“God was charting my life's
career!”
Mrs. Brown’s favorite
subject to teach is discipline,
trying to help the students realize
the importance of being respect¬
ful and persuing their goals.
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I Love Myself
My hair is like a brown bear’s fur
looking for food.
My ears are like apples
ready to eat.
My eyes are like stars
twinkling in the sky.
My nose is like a (lower petal
picked from a stem.
My smile is like a cut cantaloupe
ready to eat
My voice is like the soft wind
blowing in the sky.
My laugh like a little mouse
running from the cat
My skin is like a rabbit’s fur
getting up from a long nap.

Father’s Day
Fathers

Are
The
Happiest people

Ever. They are
_/

Really
Sweet on Father’s Day!

Me
My eyes are like mud
on a rainy day.
My skin is as brown as chocolate frosting
on a fresh baked cake.
My hair is as shiny as a sparkling river
that is shining on a summery day.
My voice is soft as a mouse
quietly sleeping.
My hands are as soft as a
rabbit’s foot hopping in the forest
My face is smooth as still water on
a summery day.
My cheeks are as chubby as a
chipmunk’s mouth full of nuts.
And I cheer as loud as
my voice lets me.
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Daddies
Are very special to

You! ;
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Looking Forward to High School
Amanda Nowak is an 8th grade student at
Rebecca M. Johnson School. In September .Amanda
will be going to Commerce High School. Her major
in high school will be nursing. Amanda’s favorite
teacher is Mr. Chris Sutton. She has been going to
Rebecca M. Johnson for four years. Amanda will be
happy io graduate from this school, but she will miss
her friends.
Wayne Davis is an 8th grade student at Rebecca
M. Johnson. In September , Wayne will be going to
Central High School. His favorite teacher is also Mr.
Chris Sutton. Wayne Davis has been going to Rebecca
M. Johnson for five years. He does not know what his

majors are going to be. Wayne said that he will
be happy to graduate from this school but he will
also miss his friends.

The New and Improved Riverside Park
Riverside Park opened on
April 23,1998. The new rides are
Hellevator, Stratton Park, and the
new Water Park named Island
Kingdom which opened on Memorial Day weekend- Riverside
spent another 50 million dollars on

rides and attractions.
People commented on the
internet that they are spending too
much money in the park and that
is not right. Now it is S47.95 for
a season pass, but you have to buy
at least four tickets.
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June 15,1998, prices will go
up.
We think admission should
cost S10. and season passes should
cost $30.
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Be Careful This Summer
Summer is really fun, but
you have to be safe. You have to
look both ways before crossing
the street. Also don’t go into a
stranger’s house. When you go to
the store and you sec a group of
people smoking or something, it
is better to take a different route.
If a person asks for your address
and the person is in the car, you
should not go up to them. If
someone ask you to join his/her
gang you should do these three
things: 1. say no; 2. walk away;
3. .tell someone you trust.

HAVE A SAFE AND GOOD SUMMER!!!

Mr. Luce was good student
Mr. Kenneth Luce, John¬
son School vice principal, was
born on August 27, 1942, in
Springfield.
When Mr. Luce was in
school, he was an excellent stu¬
dent. He went to Westfield and
Springfield College in order to get

his master’s degree. He was a
teacher for twenty-seven years
and has worked as vice principal
for two years. He has worked at
five different schools.
He has a wife and three
daughters. His wife’s name is
Mrs. Barber Luce, and his three
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daughters’ names are Corrie,
Kelly, and Michelle. None of his
daughters are in college ye!.
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KWAHZAA
Kwanzaa is an African American holiday
which begins on December 26 and ends January 1.
The colors of Kwanzaa are red. black, and green.
Those are the colors of the flag created by the
African American leader Marcus Garvey.
The flag color red represents the struggles of
black people for freedom, black is for black people
united, and green symbolizes the future of black peo¬
ple. The African language of Swahili is used to name
the symbols and words used at Kwanzaa time.
The name Kwanzaa itself conies from a
Swahili word for the first fruits of the harvest. The val¬
ues expressed through this holiday are reflected in the
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nguzo saha (or seven principles) of Kwanzaa creat¬
ed by Doctor Maulana Karenga, a teacher who created
this celebration in 1966.
The seven principles of
Kwanzaa are: Umoja — unity, Kujichagulia — self
determination. Ujima — collective work. Vjunta —
cooperative economics, Nla — purpose, Kuumba —
creativity, and Imani — faith.
People gather in halls or in homes of relatives
or friends to celebrate by talking, singing, and telling
stories and also to share their experiences. People also
exchange gifts that they made from their own hands.
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INITIAL POEMS
A. M. M.

J. J. P.

Apple pie baking in the kitchen.
Mistletoe on the Christmas tree.
Macintosh apples in the basket — Mom. is there
one for me?
Air blowing in the night.
Mom has decorated the Christmas tree.
Midnight has passed — what a sight to see!

Joyous people making
Joyful sounds to all.
People partying all night long.
Joy is spreading everywhere.
Jingle bells sounding in the air,
Presenting good chccr to all w ho hear!
January ’s greetings.
Jubilee is here.
Partying all night long until the new year is here!

Angels flying in the air.
Miles and miles here and there.
Merry Christmas from Santa, everyone.

A. R. A.
Appearing in glimmering white.
Red lights tw inkling in the night.
Angels singing all so nice.
All's well at Christmas time.
Ribbons shining w ith bright signs.
Aromas sweet, arriving guests ready to eat.
Apples baking.
Red and juicy.
Adam's ready to go cruising.

E. M. T.
K. M. R.

Evening breezes.
Midnight skies welcome
The Christmas carollers.

Kind people
Making presents.
Rejoicing because of Christmas.

Eating apple pie in the
evening.
Morning light reveals
The blizzard.

Keila is
Making a holiday scene
Real with lots of presents.

Early rising.
Making Christmas treats w hile
Tearing w rapping paper.
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Kinaras are out of sight.
Mistletoe too.
Reindeer running after you!
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Christmas;
The word Christmas comes from an old English
term Christ's maesse meaning, '‘Christ's mass.** This was
the name for the Festival Service of Worship held on
December 25 to commemorate the birth of Jesus Christ.
We celebrate Christmas because Baby Jesus was
born. On Christmas day we give presents to people and
receive some. It is a day for families to get together and
share.

Hanukkah
If you celebrate Hanukkah, then you know what
Hanukkah means. But if you do not know what
Hanukkah means, it means dedication in Hebrew, the
ancient language of the Jews. Dedication means you
will not quit or give up at what you said you would
do.
Most families that celebrate Hanukkah give presents
to their kids. The presents arc like little drcidels and
candy and other things that are small. There is a toy
that people like to use. A long time ago people played
with a toy called a dreidel. A drcidel is a wooden top
that you spin and play with.
The candles that we use for Hanukkah are put in a
Menorah. A Menorah is a candle holder that is used
for Hanukkah. You put a candle in the Menorah every
day of Hanukkah. The middle candle is used to light

all the other candles. If you do not celebrate
Hanukkah and you wanted to know what it meahs,
now you know.

tEIjree 3&mgS 29aj>
Children celebrate The Three Kings Day in
Puerto Rico by putting hay and water under tbeir beds
for the tired camels. In return the Three Kings leave
presents such as candies, fruits, 8nd little toys under
the children's beds and on top of window sills. It’s
like Christmas, but on Christmas you don’t put hay and
water under your bed. People celebrate this holiday on
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January 6, but we put the hay and water under chil¬
dren’s beds on January 5. The Three Kings can also be
called The Three Wise Men or Magi which means
priests. Mexico, Colombia. Venezuela, and Argentina
also celebrated this holiday.
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SUGAR COOKIES
2/3 cup shortening
3/4 cup granulated sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

1 egg
4 teaspoons milk
2 cups sifted all-purpose flour
I 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
i/2 teaspoon salt
Thoroughly cream shortening, sugar, and vanil¬
la. Add egg and milk; beat till light and fluffy. Sift

together dry ingredients; blend into creamed mixture.
Divide dough in half. Cover and chill at least 1
hour.
On lightly floured surface, roll one half of
dough to 1/8 inch thickness. Cut in desired shapes
with cookie cutters. Bake on ungreased cookie sheet
at 375 degrees about 8 to 10 minutes. Cool slightly;
remove. Makes about 3 dozen. Chill other half till
ready to use.
Then Enjoy !
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APPENDIX B

MAJOR FORMS OF WRITING; OVERVIEW OF MAJOR WRITING FORM
FROM FIRST STEPS WRITING PROGRAM WESTERN AUSTRALIA
SCHOOL SYSTEM (1995A-1995B)

Grades 4 & 5 Rubric for 1998 City-Wide
Assessment of Open-Ended Questions
Parent Questionnaire: Ways in which
currently help my child/children
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OVERVIEW OF MAJOR FORMS
CONTEXTS

FORMS

LANGUAGE FEATURES

•
•
■
•

defined characters
descriptive language
dialogue
usually past tense

Purpose to retell events
Focus: sequential specific events
Framework:

•
»

•
•
•
•

•

specific participants
linking words to do with time,
e g later, after, before
action verbs

•

simple past tense

(EXAMPLES Of PURPOSES AND AUDIENCE)
Engtiih

Write a story, table, myth,

Purpose: to entertain

History

fairytale, poem, or a play
A historical biography

Focus: sequential specific events
Framework:
• orientation
■ initiating events
■ comphcatxjns/pfobtems

I

•

RECOUNT

English
Social Studies
Maths
Health
Science

Mi

i

Newspaper account, letters
or journals
Diary of Captain Cook
How I solved the problem
Record of exercise and
food for the day
Recount of chickens hatching

English

An instruction manual

Social Studies
Maths

How to read a map
How to find the perimeter

Health

using concrete material
Recipe for health cookies

Science

Writing up an experiment

English

Write a report on life in the
1920‘s, after reading My

&
§

Social Studies
Health
Science

Social Studies

1
Health
Science

!

Place
A report on deserts
A report on heart disease
A report on birds

Explain how soil erosion
occurs
Explain how seasons occur
Explain digestion
Explain how rain forms

English

Does television promote
crime in our community?

Social Studies

Do you think punishment
for crimes in our society
It appropriate?

Health

Smoking — Is it dangerous?

Science

Electricity and magnetism

resolution (may be repeated in
episodes}

orientation
events in time-order
reorientation (optional)
evaluation (optional)

Purpose: to deal with the way to do
things

•

detailed factual description

•

reader referred to in a general
way or not mentioned at all.
e g. draw a line
linking words to do with time,

Focus: sequential general events
Framework:
•

goal

«

•
•
•

materials
method
evaluation (optional)

•

tense is timeless

Purpose: to classify and describe a
class of things

•
•

generalised participants
impersonal objective language

Focus: general things
Framework:
• generaUsalion/clajsification

•
•

timeless present tense
subject specific vocabulary

•

generalised non-human participants
cause and eHect relationships
some passives, e g H driven by...
timeless present tense, e g. soil is

•
•

e g. after, when, as soon as

description
summary (optional)

Purpose: to explain phenomena
Focus: general processes
Framework:
• phenomenon
• explanation sequence

•

•
«

deposited...

Purpose: to argue or persuade
Focus; a thesis presented from a
particular point of view

•
•
•

Framework:
• thesis
• argument

•

•

reiteration

generalised participants
passives to help text structure
linking words associated with
reasoning, eg. therefore
nomlnalisation (actions become
things), e g. to pollute becomes
pollution

are closely related

Major Forms of Writing: Overview of Major Writing Forms From
First Steps Writing Program Western Australia School System
(1995A-1995B)
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Grades 4 & 5 Rubric for 1998 Springfield City-Hide
Assessment of Open-Ended Questions
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•consistent use of
correct punctuation and
capitalization

MECHANICS ft
CO.NYJNIIQNS;
•frequent use of correct
punctuation and
capitalization

•uses complete
sentences

•logical organization

ORGANIZATION;
•dear and logical
organization

SYNTAX:
•uses varied sentence
structures

•develops ideas

•develops ideas fully

•some attempt to develop
ideas

•states an opinion and
uses examples to support
it

•states an opinion and
uses specific examples
to support it

•states topic and some
supporting details

•demonstrates an
understanding of text

3

CONTENT
•content demonstrates
in-depth understanding
of text

4

•some evidence of
correct punctuation
and capitalization

•has some complete
sentences

•little development
of ideas

•may lack organization

•some development
of ideas

•states an opinion and
attempts to use
examples support it

•some understanding of
text

2

•shows little evidence
of correct punctuation
or capitalization

•shows little evidence
of sentence development

•no development
of ideas

•lacks organization

•little development

•attempts to state an
opinion

•little understanding of
text

1

Grades 4 & 5 Rubric for 1998 City-Wide Assessment of Open-Ended Question

Ways in which I currently help my
child with:
Speaking and Listening

it of Wwtwn AlKtuh* PubWiwJ b* tongnwn Ausliihi 1995 Thii pjg<* m*y he phoiocopiert lot non jcimmmtijil w onl*

Reading

Writing

Spelling

Parent

Questionnaire:

First

Hays in Which I Currently help my
child/Children
Steps Writing Program Western Australia
School System (1995a 1995b)
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Speaking and Listening?

Speaking and Listening?

Reading?

Reading?

Writing?

Writing?

Spelling?

Spelling?

What are my child's special
strengths in relation to:

What are my child's special interests
outside school?

Reading?

N'Miien Vr.rt.A.*

Writing?

I would like more information
about:

it»l»wj"*.in

»v*i\*» d,.»

Thn

m.tw

Speaking and Listening?

ohotmofnon*\r* o^v

What does my child find difficult
when:

ht*

What does my child particularly
enjoy when:

>•

i*"f.«ti..

Spelling?

You may wish to share these pages with your child’s
teacher.

Parent Questionnaire: Ways in Which I
Currently help my child/Children
First Steps Writing Program Western Australia
School System (1995a 1995b)
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APPENDIX C
SUGGESTED READING LIST

Belpre, P.

(1960) Purez and Martina, Penguin Group.

Frederick Warne & Co, Inc.

Bierhorst, J.

(1987). Doctor Coyote: A Native American

Aesop's Fable. Macmillan Publishing Co.

Bryan, A.

(1977) Dancing granny.

New York. NY:

Aladdin Books, Macmillan Publishing Co.

Bryan, A.

(1986). Lion and the Ostrich Chicks.

New

York, NY: Atheneum Macmillan Publishing Co.

Bryan, A.

(1988) Sh-ko and his eight wicked brothers.

Atheneum Macmillan Publishing Co. NY.

Cary, V. S.

(1991). Maggie Mab and the Bogey Beast.

New York, NY: Arcade Publishing Inc.

Cohlene, T. (1990) Little firefly: An algoninan
legend.
Vero Beach, FI: The Rourke Corporation,
Inc.
Creative Education, (1983) Bushey bride: Norwegian
fairytale. George R. Peterson, Jr.
De Paola, T. (1981). Fin McCoul The Giant of Knockman
Hill. New York, NY: Holiday.
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De Paola, T. (1984). The Mysterious Giant of Barletta,
An Italian Folktale. Quarry, Hong Kong: South
China Printing Co.
Gal, L. (1991). Prince Ivan and the Firebird. Firefly
Books, Inc. Buffalo, NY.
Hickox Ayeres, B. (1992) Matreshka. New York, Ny:
Bantom Double Dell Publishing Group, Inc
Knutson, B. (1987) Why the crab has no head.
Carolrhoda Books, Inc.
Lovu, A. (1982). Yeh-Shen, A Cinderella Story from
China.
New York, NY: Ed Young Philomel Books.
Mahy, M. (1990). The Seven Chinese Brothers.
York, NY: Scholastic Inc.

New

Newton, C. Deborah M. (1993). Spider and the sky god:
An akan legend. Troll Associates.
Philip, N. (1991) Fairy tales of eastern europe.
Clarion Books.
Volkmer, J. A. (1990). Song of the Chirimia; A
Guatemalan Folktale.
Minneapolis, MN: Caralshada
Books, Inc.
Walsh, A (1991) The buried moon. Houghton/Mifflin
Yacowitz, C. (1992). The jade stone. Printed in U.S.A.
Ju-Hong Chen.
Yagawas, S. (1979). The Crane Wife. First Mulberry
Edition 1987.
Yolen, J. M. (1990). Tam lin. Orlando, Fl: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich.
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